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Parenting erv1ce for Par nt with FA D 
b tract 
hildr n wh ha been xp ed t al h ft n d v lop b havioral, 
cogniti e dev lopm ntal m ntal h alth and ind pend nee halleng . The challeng s f 
childhood becom magnifi d in adulthood and the impact of th alcohol 1 gacy i oft n 
felt by the ne t generati n through the adult capacity t parent. 
Thi project pr ent that th ri k a s ciated with parenting, wh nth parents 
have Fetal Alcoh I pectrum Di rder (F ) ar c n iderable and th child r moval 
rates are corr pondingl high. In thi conte t, th ne d fl r parenting upports i critical. 
Yet, of the rnor than 13 7 fami I upp rt ag ncie acr n rth m Briti h olumbia, only 
one offer specializ d parenting rvice for parent with FA D. 
Framed within a case tudy, and bounded within the geographical . . rv1ce regiOn 
of the Northern Health Authority of British olumbia (Figur 1), this project is a 
reflective exploratory project undertaken to investigate parenting services needed, and 
offered, to optimize parenting capacity for tho e adults with FA D. A review of literature 
contextualizes the challenges that parents with FASD experience over the lifespan 
including neurological state, mental health, learning challenges, secondary/adaptive 
issues, and risk. As all aspects of daily life are affected by FASD, including parenting 
ability, this case study provide a critical analysis and evaluation ofF ASD parenting from 
a holistic whole life perspective. Based on an examination of available programming and 
relevant literature, this project identifies gaps in services and makes recommendation for 
a parenting program and includes a suggested curriculum for future development. 
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kn wl m nt 
Th n j urn y f lf-
r flecti n. I t 1 lc h l p trum 
ring a pa i n and n ICtl n t pl r a umpti n and 
f ilit . P r nall , I ha e lwa d at d fl r th e 
nt a d n p ni ti p r epli n , but until thi 
wn int rna] um tion . Indi idual with A 0 
imilar l the pulati n at l rge, and th y h uld be 
ne ru t n urc a uitabl qualit f li[i -
u h a that f par nting. I d n t upp rt hildren 
that a i t w can and h uld pr vid erv1c 
ntati , and li fl I ng in th e t interc t f th child , th parent , 
and th community. hi pr ~ ct pr id d m ith in ight int th n u f h w n cpt 
of abilit and di abilit are nme hed with gend r, p ert , uln rability, i lati n, 
ra i m, and t r type . 
I w uld like t pre m heart[! It thank t my M W pr j ect supcrvi r, 
Profe r awn Hemingwa , fl r all her time, ef[i rt , and upp rt . With a en c f hum r 
and en rm u pati nee, h nc uraged, r i wed, and reviewed again my ong ing 
fD rt . om c mmitte memb r Profe r l n chmidt and Pr fl · r Jo-Anne Fi ke 
who have waited pati ntly fl r me to fini h writing- thank y u. 
To my husband, John, who pent hours week , and ev ntually y ar waiting for 
th offic to be empty of my cattering f b ok , paper , and pile of not - THA K 
Y U. To my children Amber, Je sica, and J hn- _, ric wh patientl y waited form t p k 
my head out of the dusty pil of re earch to rememb r they need d to be fed, nurtured, 
and paid attention to as well - I am glad that your dad was th re fl r you. Thank you, 
John. I also cannot forget to thank my variou pet for sitting with me and not making me 
feel bad for not walking or feeding them- I am al o glad that dad wa there for you too. 
Thank you, John. 
This project would not have been po ibl without the in ight, knowledge, and 
wisdom shared by the individual with whom I have had the great privileg of 
collaborating as a social worker in Prince George. I have walked in a world of 
assumption and preconceptions and did not qu tion the tatu quo- until the mom nt I 
had to really que tiona child removal. It was at thi point that I was[! reed to re- xamine 
my understanding of ability, injustice and double tandard . To this famil y, lo t in th 
memory of time, thank you for bowing me anoth r per p ctive and the opportunity to 
bring to light an area that i little known or under tood . 
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hapt r n - Introdu tion 
I never thought that thi would come of it. Jju I thought I wa going to be 
labeled FA and nothin 1 o itiv would orne out of it. But it ha been uch a 
po itive thing for me and I try to do a mu h a I can to et the information out 
ther , to be po itiv about it. To a , 'You know what? I hav FA . ' The e are 
my probl m and the e ar th Yl ay I'm trying to manage th m 
0 x rptfrom Adri nn ' tory, Rutman et al. , 2002, p . 2 ) . 
Many time , er th c ur e of m ar r, I hav been und r the directive to 
r move childr n b cau the m ther had c ndition uch a eta! Ale hoi pe trum 
Di ord r (FA D) r wa u p cted of having A . R a ning m toft n cit d for the 
removal was that the par nt had n ability t parent due to their F , by removing the 
child, the child would have a better chanc £1 r a futur . a chi ld protecti n social 
worker, directed by the mandate of government policy, I dealt with the dilemma of 
having to as ess parenting ski lls on a daily basi . However, in these situations, I did not 
share the determination that removal was the only option, a there did not appear to be 
anything other than as umption motivating the decision. Was this decision based on the 
fact that the parent (in my experiences it was always the mother) lacked some 
fundamental ability due to the actual ASD condition? Was there some sort of measure, 
medical or social, that was being used? IfF ASD is a disabling condition, how does this 
relate to the status of others who are able to parent with other disabilities? 
In my work, as both a child protection worker and a manager of parenting 
programs, I have dealt with many parents who have F ASD, or are uspected of having 
FASD. I knew, informally, that these parents tended to come to the attention of child 
protection services more frequently than other parents. It is unclear whether this is du to 
well-founded concerns about actual competency and capacity i ues, or whether it i 
based simply on an a sumption of disability. 
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Lab 1 and d iagn f nditi n ar ft n th r quir d pr cur r II r u p rt 
rvtc . H w r an be diffi ultt di gn and pr 
r ma1n relati ely limit d. furth r mpli ating aria l th re J tan , th 
ional , t a cribing d finiti diagn e . hi r alit am cl ar t me, n a 
p r n ll el, thr ugh m f: mili ri t ith ral ad pled hildr n wh w re all 
u p cted f h ing ~ . Th hildr n ha e e n (and ntinu to e ) an e t n i e 
li t f d ct r , p hiatri t , th rapi t , ial w rker , p h l gi ts h 
pr fe i nal naturo ath , and vari u di rd r pe i li t who ha e provided di agn se 
of a wide rang f di 
di order (fr m arl 
u h a atta hm nt di ord r, auti m, c r bra] pal y, m d 
iati n), attent i n defi c it hyp rac ti v ity 
diso rder att ntion d fi it di order, c nduct di rder, se ual reacti ve di rder, menta l 
retardation, vari u l aming di abilitie , and A p rger yndrome, to Ji tju t a fl w. nl y 
one phy ician wa willing to xplor th p ibility of 0 , given that all the 
2 
symptomology, brain can , and phy ical signs point d in that diagnosti c directi n. But 
even thi physician would not make a clear commitm nt to an FA D di agno i because 
there was no maternal history available, a common situati on in adoptive famili e . ad ly, 
this story is not unique and even wh n the maternal history is known, ther often remain 
a reluctance to diagnose FA D (Buxton, 2004; Davi , 1994; Kellerman, 2004; Kleinfeld, 
Morse & Wescott 2000; Kyffin , 2002; Lutke 1993; utke & Andtrobu , 2004; Rutman, 
LaBerge & Wheway, 2002; tre i sguth, 1997). 
In British olumbia, there are n upport service pro ided for a per on with a 
diagn sis of FA D if the individual ' intellig nee qu ti nt (IQ) i o er 70, a FA D i 
n t a rec gnized diagn ed c ia sificati n under menta l hea lth crit ria (American 
Parenting rvJ [! r P r nt with FA D 
P y hiatri A iati n M-IV-TR 2 . H w er r ar h ntinu t cl arly 
d m n trat that n f th ke t mitigating th f A D, al ng with 
ub qu nt ndary i a iliti , 1 ' being diagn d b [! re th ag f ar ' and 
tainin rvice n rm II pr id t th with d ntal di abiliti ( u t n, 
20 4· raefe, 2004 ~ Rutman , Wh wa , 2 2~ chmidt Turpin, 1 99 
tr i guth eta!., 1 lth ugh di gn g n rail ri ti al t r mg nee d 
ervt , indi idual ith wh ha e an I r 70 ar rar 1 able t acce th 
upp rt e. her 1 a urr nt f[i rt b r ear h r t ha aF , D diagn I 
added t th OM rit ria, a a mental health nditi n, and acce t ervtc may be 
on ofthe m ti ating fa t r . 
ci i n about c mpetenc and apa ity f parents within the general parenting 
population are not ba ed n any univ r all a cepted defi nition . Indeed, defi ning a 
competent parent, e en with ut as a factor, can be an elusive c ncept and is mo t 
often a sociated with the equally difficult m a ure of capacity (Booth & Booth, 1994 ). 
Although service agencies have developed variou ri k a e ment model and parenting 
capacity as e sments, these are often applicable to par nt only within a general 
(considered as normal) developmental baseline. However, when these mea ure are 
applied to populations with other challenges (cognitive, phy ical, or m ntal), the ability 
to define competency/capacity b come more difficult. H w then d e the d ci ion that 
parents with FA D are incapable of parenting com to be? What model of a e m nt 
wa u ed? Is this model ba ed on a umption or upported by re arch? I it alid? 
A a former provid rand instructor of par nting program , I am aware of the 
pr blem with learning, r cidivi m, and lack of utc me-ba ed ucce forth e with 
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A D. A a child pr tection cial w rker I r m mb r well my r 1 a th ne wh had 
tor mov the children from th ir par nt . Thes ar the motivating qu sti n and 
situation that g nerated m int re tin thi relati 1 littl - tudi d ar a. 
hi pr ~ t re 1 w a rang flit ratur th t di u e A D within 
neur logical , p cho- cial, and ducati nal c nt t , in an ef~ rt t di tingui h 
a umpti n from fact. Within th backdr p f thi lit ratur and u ing th N rthem 
Health geographical region a a b undary, I will pr nt the ervice available to par nts 
with FA D, identify gap and mak re mm ndations fl r a be t practices program and 
policy d v lopment. 
Framework and h r tical Approach 
4 
My approach to thi project i to u e a broad based cas tudy. The case study 
approach explores th situation within the context of actual time and life relevance and 
uses multiple data sources ( dwards, 1998; Rubin & Babbie, 1997; take, 1998). Further, 
the case study approach provides me the opportunity to examine F ASD from a holi stic, 
multi-situational, and interpretative perspective that can present the social construction 
that influence attitudes such as those I experienced in my direct practice ( toecker, 1991 ; 
Yin, 1994). Underlying my approach will be the social work practice fran1ework, 
influenced by what Gilgun (1994) describes as the social work principles of social justice 
and the principles of social support e pou ed by the British Columbia As ociation of 
Social Workers Code of Ethics (2003). However, my perspective is fundamentally a 
critical feminist standpoint - described by researchers such as Mertens (1998) a an 
emancipatory paradigtn. 
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upp rter of th mancipatory paradigm argue that traditi nal r s ar h m d 1 
do not tak the real world influ n f p wer, rae ability and gend r into 
con id ration. In thi manner, th man ipat ry paradigm i a br ad r a d and div r 
len f the w rld thr ugh th li ed p n nee f th who ar marginaliz d, 
encomp ing th orie f fi mini m raci m abili m , nd n. h diffi renee b twe n 
the emancipat ry paradigm and th r meth d f inquiry i making th c nnecti n 
h ar marginali ed with th methods f 
marginalization b the d minant - conn ting the p litic with a ti n r c mmendati n 
of r dre (M rten , 1998). The fit bet een this paradigm and my pr ject ca e study i 
fir tin the area of femini m and enm h d with that of abili m. econdly I approach 
this project within a social work practice framework. As Reinharz (1992) de cribes it 
feminist research is a per pective not a method· the di cipline suppli es the method (p. 
243). 
The experiences of women must be contextualized in the social, political, cultural, 
economic and systemic realities of their world. Issues concenung parenting focu almo t 
exclusively on the "mother" as the caretaker. The often the ole respon ibility for the 
condition of the child pre- and post-natally falls to the woman. In addition, the caring 
professions are staffed predominantly by women, from the child welfare workers to the 
medical supports to the community supports, all of whom overwhelmingly tend to be 
white, middle class, and young (Swift, 1995). From personal experience in the child 
protection and parenting services fields, I was instructed to put reports, investigations, 
cases, and files under the mother's name. Recordings focus almost exclusively on the 
woman's role as caretaker; this reality is further supported by Swift's (1995) review that 
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'in fact, mother a th crucial variabl ' i th main th m in m t writing a ut n glect. 
Role rej ction, lack of nurturing knowl dge immaturity fth moth r, and th poor 
nurturing of the moth r her lf, all app ar ariati n f this them ' (p. 89) . imilarJy, 
the onu in court remain on th m th r t li up t th nditi n 1mp ed, t chang 
herb ha ior, and t en ure that h r childr n are afe (in luding th m ther ft n having 
to 1 a e th hom for a h lt r r lea relati n hip ). In m e p ri nc , th m th rs with 
F D ar subject t p vert , abu e, ictimizati n, raci m, and di criminati n, and are 
automatically a sumed to lack m thering abilit . Th partn r (current and£ rmer) are 
not subject to th same measure of a ment and they do n t have the further burden 
of perception of "blam "and "fault" ascrib d to the woman, even if th off pring of such 
unions al o have A D. All of the aforementioned are c mmon thread in my personal 
experience and in that of the research cited in thi paper. 
The second manner in which the emancipatory paradigm fits with my ca e study 
is in connecting actions with the research. The discipline of Social Work has provided 
the action methods through my front line work experiences, mandated policies, and with 
the development of recommendations to address the gaps between services and needs of 
those parents with FASD (with a focus on the mothers). 
mancipatory paradigms also emphasize a person-centered perspective, to ensure 
that the voices of those who are marginalized are always foren1ost. Throughout this 
paper I have cited the voices and experiences of those who live and parent with FA D 
through personal statements, as docmnented by Rutman, LaBerge and Wheway (2002). 
urther, I approach the writing of this report from the perspective of a woman 
who has experienced marginalization based on discrimination, di ability, and pow r-over 
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ituati n . I al ha e be n rai ed in a famil that h m mber curr ntly living with 
disabilitie and F D. How r, I an not ign re influ nee I hav a am mb r f th 
dominant statu qu - that of m ra ability, and - c n mic tatu . I cann t kn w 
the actual reality of women and moth r wh ha e F but I ffl r tl is pr 0 ct as a 
cataly t for ial chang , a a r pr ntati n f th div r ity f th who par nt with 
F D. 
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hapt r w : R vi w f D it ratur 
Ace rding to a r p rt f th riti h olumbia hildren onun1 i n, "FA i 
the l ading known cau of intellectual di ability in childr n. The dam g IS p rmanent. 
Mo t chi ldren with will n r be financially r cia lly elf-suffici nt. They areal 
more likely t be in£ t r car r quir special educati n, dr p ut of schoo l early, 
dev 1 p ub tanc u e di rd rs and mental h alth pr blem (The hildren's 
ommission,200l,p.6).A childrenwithFA gr wupt b adult wilhFA D,they 
a sume imilar devel pm ntal e pect tion a th g n raJ populati n, including having 
and raising children. What f[i ct does the condition f D, so dramatic in childhood, 
have on parenting adults? o b gin t an w r thi que lion it i n c s ary t xamme 
how F D has come to b defin d. 
Definition 
One of the most powerful identifiers is that of the language used to label a 
situation or condition. Labels can be used for both positive and negative purpose and, as 
a result, often have an interpretative image or connotation attached to them. In 1968 Paul 
Lemoine published the first medical acknowledgements that stated there were profound 
developmental, cognitive, and physical effects on the developing fetus due to maternal 
alcohol consumption (Lemoine, Harousseau, Borteyru, & Menuet, 1968). Between 1968 
and 1973 the term Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (F S) was used by researcher such as Jones 
and Smith (1973) to define the condition described by Lemoine. Jones and Smith, in a 
series of studies with other re earchers, also defined FAS as being associated with a 
de greed measure of physical dysmorphiti s of facial and body anomalies and profound 
mental retardation, depending on the timing and length of£ tal expo sur to alcohol. 
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lowe r, a r arch r gain d m re knowl dg ab ut th n ur 1 gical and 
phy iol gical impact f pre-natal al h 1 on the d 1 ping D tu th r wa al 
corr ponding idence that th D tu uld ha d 1 pmental di abiliti without 
having what wa d fin d a 'full ' F . The mm n label fo r thi p rc iv d a ec nd 
le 1 alcoh l e p ure, wa hol ffec t ( E). !though la ifi d a a milder 
v r ion of , the ympl m and re ulting di abil iti ere n di s v r d to b j ust 
as ev r a FA . h diagn ti c c mmuni t b gan t m a ay from u i ng the F E as 
the identifying agronomy, a it pr nt d a a minimizing label, and adopted /E to 
encompa s both c ndit ion . 
During the later 1990 research into formal diagn tic categories b gan t 
formalize the re earch knowl dge ofF A re ulting in an acknowledgement of a broad 
spectrum of conditions influenced by pre-natal alcohol expo ure, findin g that most 
individuals do not meet the criteria of fu ll FA . t this point vari ous di agnostic 
categories of Alcohol-Related Neurodevelopment Disorder (ARND) and Partial Alcohol 
Related Neurodevelopment disorder (P-ARND) came into use (Hoyme et al. , 2005 ; 
Streissuth et al. , 1999). However, these diagnostic labels still did not well represent the 
breadth of the spectrum of both formal and anecdotal knowledges. Currently, the 
research community has adopted the generalized term Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Di order 
(F ASD) to represent all measures of fetal alcohol exposure and includes the terms F AS , 
FA , ARND and P-ARND (Streissguth & O' Malley, 2000). Under this umbrella term, 
FA D is considered to represent the broad continuum of physical, emotional, 
developmental and cognitive variables due to pre-natal alcohol exposure; however the 
term FA D " is not intended for u e as a clinical diagnosi " (Gerberding, ordero & 
Par nting rv1 [i r Par nt with F 
Flo d, 2004 . A r ear hint ntinu t pr gr t d th id ntif ing 
lab 1 · th r h nging n ept f what i th urrent n nn c n b nfu in . F r th 
purp fthi r rtth t m1FA Dwil1 u ed,withth epti n f r arch-
reB ren ed ar , in whi h th uth r' n gm 1 t rm will b maintained. 
In id n 
"It wa, like answ ~ rinR qu '· lion . You 'd alwa s wondered H'h . It wa. kind c~f 
nlight ning. f orth ._, Ia ·k (~(a hell 'r word. It an. ll r d a/of of qu "-'S f ions that we 
had it mad m ._, unders fand . om q( th ._, thinRS .. .. " 
(P r. on a! ,r.,·tory, Rutm m ef a! .. 2002. p. 2R) . 
c rding t th ri ti h 1 umbia hi ldr n ' mmi i n r p rt (2 01 ), 
n er ati e tim ate a rc that " 14 -hi ldr n are b rn with FA, each year in Briti h 
olumbia" (p. ). n ace pt din iden rate ithin the rth Ameri can contex t 
1 
e timate the frequency of A birth i 1 t 3 per 1,000 li e birth ( racfc, 2004 ~ Ro , 
1997· amp on t a!. , 1997 ~ chmidt & Turpin, 19 6) . H wever, there i an argum ent 
that rates rna be a hi gh a " 1 p r 200" ( by, 1994, p. 5) with "F .. occurring more 
frequently and possibly as high a 3 time a common a FA " ( Is n et al. , 1992, p. 24 ). 
orne studies cite even higher incidence rate in variou north m nati ve communiti es, 
which re earchers note to be as great as '' 1 in 8" (R bin on, onroy & onroy, 1 987). 
ne study of "23 northern B cormnunities and 15 Yukon communi ti e found that am id 
the handicapped population, 1 in 3 had been parentally e posed to al ohol" (A ant & 
Nelms-Mazke, 1985). A 2002 A 0 rep rt cites tati tic anada rat , that babie born 
with A D are " four times as many a tho e born with Muscular 0 troph , I IIV 
infecti n, pina Bifida and Down yndrome combined" and "equate to 70 birth p r 
week or 3,64 per year" (FA I upp rt Netw rk f B , p. 1 ). The c ar ju t the 
children wh are diagn ed ; many mor ar undiagno ed or the diagno i i often 
Par nting rv1 e b r Par nt with l~ A D ll 
m i interpr t d beh .. . attri ut . .. in t ad t tt nti n fi it rd rl Attenti n 
D fi it I pera ti it rder ( hildr n' mm1 i n, 2 1 p. 2 ), le mmg 
di abiliti , mental health i u , r m di al nditi n . 
With u h n id r bl numb r f hildren em . th r 1 a 
c rre p nding p t ntial th t, a adult , th hildr n ill be me par nt . Y t, re arch 
in th f par nting b th ith ry limited. It i nl in th I t 20 r 
ar that n ern ab ut par nting h b n br ught t light - in th fir t gr up f 
children di agn d ith F r n w entering the parenting tag f th i r li 
( trei guth , 19 4). hat i n t t a that FA .. i a new phen m n n. Th rear 
refl r n e to ale h I and birth pr bl m in '' uch anci nt literature as the bibl e" (,' chmidt 
& urpin, 1996, p. 1) and in pre- hri t writing b Plat (Berg et.al. , 1995, p. 4 ). The 
fir t tudy t e tabli h a "definit r lati n hip b t cen ale h l c n umpti n and 
developmental birth defect " wa conducted in 1968 in France by r. Paul Lem ine 
( oby, 1994). In 1973, imilar re arch wa undertaken in the ni ted tates, leadi ng to 
FA D being accepted as a recognized conditi n ( trei sguth , 1994 ). ons qu ntl y, 
profess ional expo ure to A D as a life-affecting condition is relative ly n wand the 
body of knowledge has been increasing as the populati on ages, but it i not a new 
condition. 
Diagno i 
" ach individual is different. Like, I'm different f rom [my brother]. 
We're both diagnosed with it but we 're both d(fferent with it. 
1 need something more than [he} doe . 1 need thing explained to me 
more than three ways for me to under land it. [My brother] need it explained 
more than a thou and time and he probably till won't gra pit " 
(Personal story, Rutman et a/. , 2002, p . 1 -12). 
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btaining a diagn i ft 11 d p 11d 11 th kn wl dge I 
1n ol ed and v reaming what i ft n a r lu tan t diagn . Indeed, a 
mi diagn can m tim b m r damaging than 11 diagn i , b th in t rm f 
nal 
tigma and th diagn i d fining a p r n ith a lifl 1 ng label (R , 19 7~ Rutman, 
a rge, & Whe · a , 2002; mith, , P ul n nd le, 1995). Pr fl 
r luctan e t lab I wa d cri d b ittle tal. 19 0) h fl und that " lth ugh 
phy ical fl atur c n i tent with rib d in them dical r cord f children 
born tow m n ho abu dale h 1 during pregnan , th rewa a 1 00°/o failure by 
hospital taff to diagn e th ndrom " p. 1145). mpli ating pr fe ional reluctance 
is the fact that num rou conditi n pre ent ith imilar dy morphic feature (facial and 
physical abnormalitie ) to tho e with full A . Thu , with uta cl ar maternal di closure 
of alcohol u e, other condition may be incorrectly diagno ed ( hudley eta!., 2005 ). 
However, one of the greatest barrier to an accurat diagnosi ofF A D is the 
reluctance of mothers to disclose alcohol use, or to quantify pecific . F ASD is a 
condition that is totally preventable; despite this knowledge "a national survey found that 
58.8o/o of women age 15-44 drank while pregnant of those 65 .8o/o of pregnant women in 
their first trimester reported using alcohol, while 56.6% of women in their second 
trimester and 53.9o/o of women in their third trimester reported alcohol use' ' (FAS/E 
Support Network Report, 2002, pp. 2, 4). Research and round table forun1s find that the 
fear of intervention by child protection, stigma, and denial of addiction are strong barrier 
to mothers disclosing alcohol use or seeking support (Adkin , 2000; Astley, Bailey, 
Talbot, & Clarren, 2000; Grant, rnst, Streissguth, & Porter, 1997; Kehoe, 2003; 
Rutman, LaBerge, & Wheway, 2002). 
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Th r are tw primary meth d of diagno i . h fir t m th d is the [! rmaJ 
diagno i , a medically ba d a e m nt in whi h th r i onfirm d mat mal alcoh 1 
e po ur (th child rna or rna n t ha ph ical anomali ). The e nd m th d i a 
ocial diagno i , which i mad with ut c nfirmati n f maternal ale h 1 p ure but 
with evid nc of ph ical or neur n-de 1 pmental abn rmalitie and/ r "evidenc of a 
comple pattern of b ha 1 r r gniti abn rmalitie that are incon i t nt with 
d v lopmentallevel and ann t bee plain d b familial backgr und r nv1r nment 
alone" (F AS/ upport Netw rk, 2002, cti n , p. 4 . A s cia! diagnos i is based on 
informal criteri a, ob erved behavi rs, and the weighted findings of screening t ol us d 
by community member . Indeed, re earch r uch a Burd (1 998 , 1999), hudley et al. 
(2005), and mitherman (1996) adv cat the u e f screening tools to identi fy hi gh-ri k 
mothers. The e re earcher argue that creening is preventati ve in nature and can direct 
early intervention services and supports, thereby mitigating secondary co-morbidi ty. 
However, Chudley et al. cautions that "screening should not be equated with diagnosis ... 
screening tools have been inappropriately used in lieu of a proper diagnosis" (p. S5). 
Further, the screening of women and children can increase the risk of misinterpretation 
and quasi-professional diagnoses leading to potentially harmful stereotyping and stigma, 
often based on assumptions and misinformation. This is particularly true fo r populations 
such as First Nations/ Aboriginal, the poor, the young, and the disabled, who are often on 
professionals' high-ri sk radar just by virtue of already being highly vi ible and part of 
marginalized populations. 
Within the formal diagnosis, there are two primary assessment models that 
researchers u e in British olumbia: the Institute of Medicine Diagnos tic (10M) and the 
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4-digit cod ( rb rding 2004). h I M i ba d n "diagno ti at g n pre ent d 
a : A with and without a c nfim1 d hi t ry f al h l e p ur partial F (P- ), 
al ohol-r lat d birth ffi ct ( RB ) and ale h 1-r lat d n ur -d v lopm ntal di rd r 
(ARND)' ( hudl et al. , 200 , p. ). 
h four-digit d diagn i wa de 1 p d b tle and larr n (1997, 1999) 
and revi d in 2005 by Ho m t.al.. The c ncept i ba ed on "4 k y diagn tic features 
ofF in the fi 11 wing rder: gr wth d ficien y; th F facial phen typ ; c ntral 
n rvous ystem damag r d functi n; g tati naJ e p ure to alcoh 1" ( hudl y tal. , 
2005 p. 3.). ach featur within the c d valuated with a weight d scaling from 
none to se re . 
Howe r, while the diagnostic crit ria app ar to define categories of FA into 
de greed mea ures of FA or F AE, r archer have found that A and FA ... do not 
seem to differ neurologically ' and that "the diagnosis of FA cann t be distingui hed 
from that ofF AE from solid brain MRJ ... [and] bares enormous implications for the 
clinical course of these patients ... as brain dysmorphology is the centre of the prenatal 
teratogenetic effects of alcohol" (Bookstein, Sampson, Streissguth, & O'Cormor, 2001, 
pp. 25, 26). Chudley et al. (2005) attempt to address the structural differences between 
both diagnosis methods by presenting a blending of the IOM and the four-digit model . 
The common message for diagnosticians is that no matter which format they us , "F ASD 
must always be a diagnosis of exclusion ... as children with other genetic and 
dysmorphic syndromes are born as frequently to women who abuse alcohol as they are to 
other women in the general population" (Hoyme et al. , 2005, p. 45). 
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A a a ur 1 gi 1 rain Injury 
h urr nt r ar h pr mi h be n t i ntify nd d fin F a brain 
InJUry du t th n ur I gi al hang in th th dir t r ult fpr -n tal 
p ur t al h l (H id l a k idL 200 1 . u tantial r . arch ha nfirrn d 
dir t rr lati n et nth t rat f al h I n the ll tu , b th in animal 
and human tudi , l ading t n u degr f ph i aL gni ti c, d pmcntaL nd 
p hiatri nditi n (Barinag , 2 · B 
' 
mp n, ' trci guth, nn r, 
2001 ; h n, Maier, Parnell, W t, 2 0 ; hudlc t al., 2005; lark ct a!. , 2000; Day, 
Ri hard n hri t pher, & ld hmidt, 2 2; Jac b · n Ja b n, 2002 ; Kell y, Day 
& trei guth , 2000; K p ra- ry et al. , 199 & 1 97; K rkman, Kcttuncn, & Autti -
Romo, 200 ; Maier, We t, Mill r, & Livy, 200 ; Matt n, Ril ey & Jerni gan, n.d.; Is n, 
Morse & Huffine, 1998· I on, t al. , 19 ; mith rman, 1994; oby, 1994; treis guth , 
Barr amp on, and and trei guth, 1997; wayze & J hn n, 1997; 
Wattendorf & Muenk , 2005; W b r, Floyd, Ril y, & nider, 2002) . Further, re earch by 
Barinaga cites studie that demonstrate a measurable death of neurons and that 'neur ns 
also grow incorrectly'' within 24 hour of an ale holic binge (p. 648). Book tein, 
ampson Strei sguth & 0 ' onnor (200 1) found that in MRI tracking of tho e with FA 
and FA , the brain shape was quite similar, but it differed significantly from tho e 
unexpo ed to alcohol in utereo. In addition, there are difference by gend r; xpo ed 
females have a ignificant difference in the h ight of the arc in th callo urn area; 
exposed male have a significant differenc in the i thmu . 
However, while th re is a research consen u that the brain i af:fl ct d, it i argued 
that there are di stinct functional pr c sing differen e betw n brain injur a an organic 
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f F D. h p tnun f 
ph ical d m rph 1 gy and c gniti e/int ll ctual and moti nal 
r mificati n f F D i ry br ad and in n i t nt, and range fr m ubtl t v1ou 
(K rn D n Mateer & tr i guth 1 97; hildren' n1mi i n, 200 I ; mith nnan, 
19 trie gruth, 19 4 ). Within th p trum f traditi na l on f brain inj urie , 
th re i a uni[i rm tandard of e p tati n, me urabilil , eri fiabl e e planati n, and 
treatment meth dol ogy n t applicabl t F rguabl the tradi ti nal cone pt of 
brain injury i more id ntifiable ithin a medical diagn i m del. 
An th r cited k difference b t n traditi nal brain injury concepts and A D 
is the dual ( r often multi ) diagn of menta l health pr blem , ADI ID, learning 
di abilitie , and econdary r adapti e functi oning for tho e w ith A D ( tr i guth , 
Barr ampson, and 01 on, 1996). The hi gh ratio of secondary featur s in F D i 
unique to this condition and is often not directly correlated in other type of brain injury. 
FASD also differs from traditional brain injury in that the condition i hi ghly 
influenced by genetics, environmental and social fac tors, gender, and even the timing and 
amount of alcohol exposure; thus no two individuals with ASD are affected in the same 
manner. The nature ofF ASD is so variable that no baseline can be established and 
quantified and "there seems to be no definite threshold of exposure" which results in a 
standardized impairment or abnormality (Chudley et al. , 2005 , p. S2) . Therefore, 
empirically confirming FASD within the measurable identi ty of traditional brain inj ury is 
difficult, such that F ASD is more often a hidden or "missed' ' condition than a diagnosed 
one. 
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h r ar an cd tal p cho- ial-edu ati nal-b havioral ympt m that indicate 
brain di turbanc and of:fi r clu to dir ct r arch int ertain area . Individual with 
FA , a confirm db par nt du ator and communit memb r alik , it pr bl m 
with mem ry, gen ralizati n kill r t nti n and abstract thinking, which all p int t 
pecific n urologi ai impairrn nt ( urge & trei guth, 1 92~ u ton, 2004; raefe, 
2004· Kl infeld t. al., 2000; K ffin 2002· Rutman , LaB rg , & Wh way, 2002; mith, 
ole , Poul n, & ol , 1995; by, 1994~ trci guth, 1997· trei guth & 'Malley, 
Is n t. al. (1998), and amp on et. al. (1 97) have been attempting 
to :fi 1maliz the anecdotal e perien e and ha e be n d cumenting a group of challenges 
pre ent in the ar a of peciftc deer ment in :fi cus d att nti n, p rceptual-m tor r 
proce sing p ed . . . hifting att ntional . et . . . hort t rm mem ry and visual-spatial 
skill s' (Olson et al., 1998, pp. 2002- 2008). Howev r, for thos with FA D the results 
are primarily limited and selective and cannot yet be generalized as a standard. 
There are also conflicting studie that are beginning to identify aspects of 
memory selectively damaged or left untouched by in utero exposure to alcohol ... such as 
procedural memory" (Olson et al. , 1998, p. 2009). This area of research has the guiding 
goal, as presented by Olson, Morse and Huffine (1998), to explore areas that remain 
intact in order to develop education or training directive , thereby, using this knowledge 
to mitigate the effects ofF ASD. Corresponding 1nitigating research approaches areal o 
currently exploring how certain aspects of brain functions are responding to pre- and 
post-natal treatments. Recent research by Chen, Maier, Parnell and We t (2003) has 
"shown that complex 1notor training and pharmacological treatments are able to prevent 
or ameliorat developmental alcohol-induced alteration in specific anatomical 
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tructur ' in animal u ~ ct (p. 177). How v r n t t hav urr ntl b end vel p d 
with human ubj cts and ther ar ignifi ant thical qu ti n that hav t b addre ed 
prior to th alt mati b ing adopt d. 
A a a arrung i abi lity 
'One of my t a her am up to m after cla ·s, and . he told me that in all her 
year of 1 aching he had nev r met anyon a, low as me, to pi k up on 
concept , and h aid, '... ou an 't v n und r land basi cone pt . ' 
People ' word hav way mar power with me than I think the do ... 
it create thi all-powerful tructure in m brain that I am , tupid and that 
I cannot po, ibly b right in what I'm thinking or doing becau e 
omeone el aid thi ... I had ·uch low conftdence in myse(f 
be au e of} hat the teacher told me " 
(Per anal story. Rutman tal. , 2002, p. 1 03) . 
The tronge t inD m1ation regarding th lifelong natur f FA D is found when 
exploring the correlation between FA D and l arning disabilities. Becau e "A Dis 
frequently 1ni -identified, or unrecognized, individuals who do not have the phy ical 
dysmorphity are not diagnosed and the influence of the neurological damage is hidden ; 
the first signs of concern do not become apparent until the child enters the chool sy tern 
and is diagnosed with a learning di ability (Buxton, 2004; Kleinfeld, 2000; Streissguth, 
1997). Indeed, Johnson (1999) found a directly paralleled relationship between the 
abilities of children diagnosed with F ASD and children with lean1ing disabilitie , 
although the children with FASD were considered more "intractable" (p. 24). Difficulty 
with cognitive areas such as memory; problems with reading, writing and math; difficulty 
with abstracts, generalization and sequencing; lack of focus and attention; problems with 
time and organization; lack of social skills; and problems with transition are challenges 
frequently cited by those who provide care for, and for those with FA D, or for those 
identified as having a learning di ability (Buxton, 2004; Graefe, 2004; Johnson, 1999; 
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Kl infi ld 200 · Kyffin 2 2· Rutm n a rg , & Wh wa , 2 02· mith t 1., 1 5· 
b , 1 4· tr i guth & Mall 2 0 ft n it d r ar h b trei guth ( l 7) 
fi und that '" 0% nt an adult h d a di rupt d h p n n . . . with th 
dr p ut rat aim t 4 % ... had twi a man l arning and b ha i r pr bl m ... 
[d fined a Ia k f] att nti n 7 %, in h rk 5 Oo/o, Ia k f ability t get 
al ng with peer Oo/o and r p tedl b ing di rupti in Ia 55- 0%'' (p. l ). The 
re ult of Ia k f h I u ha t ntiall ng-tenn impli ati n fl r adulth d. 
B th and B th (19 4, 2 04) fi und that a Ia 
children, and adole c nt , ften tran late int 
f abilit in th du ati nal [i rum a 
k f mpl yabi lity, rei iance on social 
up port and di criminati n a adult . imilaril , the impact forth e with 
FA D ha been ub tantiated b re earch d n by trei guth ( 1 7 ; Kleinfeld (2000) ; 
Rutman, LaBerge, & Wheway (2002 ; Bu ton (2004 ); utke (2004 ), all of which confirm 
that the majority of indi idual with F Dar unabl t su tain or btain empl ym nt. 
There is a high relation hip betw n ocial reliance and ~ A D "with 80% of all 
individuals with F D, regardle of IQ, ... unable to maintain employment ... many if 
not mo tare on social as i tance of orne form .. . many are involved in a revolving door 
type of rental-eviction-rental-eviction life tyle and have a chronic inability to manage 
fundamental a pects of money and budg ting" (Lutke, 2004, p. 38). he likelihood of 
family in tability and ocio-economic challenges increa e ignificantly for tho e parent 
with FASD, and these issues play a key role in the d v lopment (and maintenance) of 
parenting ability. The statistical picture doe not t ll the whole tory; pecifi ally that 
those parenting with A D are women, who are marginalized b virtue of their p erty 
and their di a ility. 
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B havioral I u 
For individual with A D b ha i ral i u in childh d may b me m re 
inten during adulth d r dominant beha 
includ lack of att ntion, n n-c mplian , 
em ti nal in tability. H w er, a n t d, F 
rna chang . B havi rs in childr n may 
ial kill , 1 an1ing issue , and 
oft n a hidd n di ability and th 
behavior ar ft n d fined a m thing ther than F D e n though the condition 
may b corr lated . Within th sch tern the lab l u ed are located within the 
medical model diagn i ba ed n ob rvabl b havior and include conditi n uch a 
Attention Deficit Di rder (ADD), onduct Di rder ( ), or ther r lated m ntal health 
diagno e . The medical/m ntal health diagno i treatment approach, often pharmaceuti cal 
based, i u ed to control the childhood behavior . The nature of the D condition 
differs from that of other conditions and the medical treatment approach is frequently 
unsuccessful, despite the clinical behavioral correlation ( ol s, 1997; O 'Malley & 
Nanson, 2002; O 'Malley & toroz, 2004). For those without FASD, and with accurate 
behavioral diagnoses, the behaviors may mitigate over time. This is not usually the case 
for those with F ASD. In fact, for individuals with F ASD, as adults, the behaviors are 
often exacerbated and can develop into adaptive functioning or secondary disabi litie 
(Connor and Streissguth, 1996; Streissguth et. al. , 1991 ,1999). These can result in 
problems such as mental health concerns, criminal activities, lack of boundaries ( exually 
or personally), lack of impulse control, inability to plan, reason, or judge realistically, 
lack of ability to handle money, predisposition to alcohol/drug abuse, and i olation 
(Buxton, 2004; oles & Lynch , 1993; Copeland & Rutman, 1996; Grafe, 2004; 
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Kleinfeld 2000· Rutman, aBerge & Whewa 2002· tr i guth, 19 4; mith rman, 
1996· tr i guth et al. 199 . h halleng fi r th with F D gob y nd the brain 
InJury onditi n r ntral n rv u n tal. , 1998). n t db 
amp on t. al. ( 1997) it i th ' b ha ioral n qu n c f fetal al h I po ur [that] 
are ultimat ly m r d bilitating than th phy ical and m rph logical manife tati n "(p. 
0). 
With uch a anan e f ymJ tom logy beha gnitive abiliti , it 
remains difficult to predict the life pan impact f F , and ther i a signifi cant range 
of di crepancy between r e rcher valuati n . 
go ld tandard test on which e ery pati nt with FA did poorly" (p. 2008). 
Intel! igence uotient (IQ) 
"I did a FA thing, one of those te t , and scored too high on the IQ and 
as a result I fell between the cracks. To get my disability was a real struggle, 
just because I 'm just in the grey area. I don 't fit here and I don 't fit there ... . 
As I put it myself, I'm too dumb to be smart and too smart to be dumb ... . 
The problem for me is that the government thinks that most FAS people should 
be in a certain category. Unfortunately, I have FAS but my IQ is a little 
higher .. .. I pity anyone that is in my bones. If you don 't fit the criteria, 
I really pity anyone who has to go through that " 
(excerpt from Dylan 's Story, Rutman eta!. . 2002, p . 96) . 
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) is a measurement of a person's intellectual capacity based 
on a pre-determined criteria. Individuals with an IQ measurement of less than 70 are 
generally considered to be mentally disabled, another tenn often used in literature i 
"mentally retarded" (American Psychiatric Association, DSM- IV- TR, 2000). 
There has been an attempt by researchers to establish a conelation between IQ 
and FASD, but the correlation has not been easily substantiated. On one sid of the 
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argum nt are r sear her like tr i guth (1 4) wh argu that I t t ar not a 
r liabl m a ur of ability, them J rity f p pl afflict d with A and in particular 
d n t ha an I 1 w r than 70. ~ urth r, th r i t wid a rang f ariant , 
phy ical d lopm ntal , cogniti , and b ha i ral , t narr wly defin th i ue within a 
m ntal r tardation mod l. uth r h focu n de 1 pm ntal re arch for par nt with 
cognitive chall ng , su h a Feldman 19 7), Tym huck (1998 , Tumchuck, Lakin and 
Luckasson (200 1 ), and B oth and ooth (1994) n t that I i not an adequat indicati n 
of par ntal c mpetenc in adults. Indeed, th re i n id rable research indicating that 
individual wh have been p ed to fi tal ale hol in utero , but are n t under the 70 IQ 
criteria, are at greater risk D r de el ping maladaptive c ping traits and I r developing 
psychiatric pr blem than tho e b 1 w the 70 I crit ria (Buxton 2004; op land & 
Rutman, 1996; Grafe, 2004; Coles & Lynch, 200 1; Kleinfeld , 2000 ; Rutman, LaBerge, 
& Wheway, 2002· tr is guth, 1997). Neurop ychological findings also demon trate that 
there are no substantial IQ differences between study subgroups in the area of cognition 
and sustained attention, and that the IQ n1easure 'does not fully capture the wide-ranging 
effects of prenatal exposure ... and that alcohol exposure is only one reason (among 
many) for lowered IQ" (Olson et al. , 1998, p. 2002). 
Yet, there is conflicting research that states F ASD i the single most influential 
factor in mental retardation (Barinaga, 2000; Bookstein et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2005; 
Clark et al. , 2000; Day & Richardson 2002; Jacobson & Jacobson, 2002; Kelly, Day & 
Streissguth, 2000; Kopera-Frye et al. , 1996, 1997; Korkman et al., 2003 ; Lutke, 1990; 
Maier & West, 2002; Swayze & Johnson, 1997; Wattendorf & Muenke, 2005; W beret 
al. , 2002). One directi n has been to label FA D as a cognitive or developmental 
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nditi n, in an ffl rt t m t m di al m d 1 rit ri and u in I a m a ur ut, 
d fining with I rit ria h b th neg ti and p iti i ti l , 
it can b argu d I t lin fa ility, i m r a pt na 
1, m a urabl rit ri t fa ilit t t pr gr m , du ati n, an 
ther n th flip id , th r are th n gati r amp] 1 
n t a unt [! r ignifi nt ari bilit in th n tur fFA . I~ urth r, th negati 
impact f I b ling and th a umpti n th t rna a mpan blematic. 
w ll, thi appr h d n t addr the maj rit findi iduaL with FASD wh d 
n t ha e a fl tmal diagn r h ar r the I thre h ld f70. 
Regard! f tandp int n th u efuln f r co re , th c with FA,' [ and 
th e with mental r tardation hare man imilar abilit trait with re pec t t adaptive 
functions. ne of the ub t ntial argument that fl u ing on the difference between 
p r on with FA D and other de elopmental onditi n that affect cognitive functi mng 
erve only to eparat individuals from n eded upp rt and erv1c . At th arne time, 
res archer Lutk (2004 and Rutman et al. (2002) e plain that having an I level above 
the narrowly d fined 70 crit ria often reates a fal e en e of ability and prevent thos 
with ASD from being consider d di abled, thereby re tricting th ir acce s t upporti e 
servtce and financial aid , de pite clear functional indicati ns of di ability. The IQ based 
criteria is also in direct conflict with a idy, Lord and Mandell ' (1998) d finition of 
disability specifically that "people [are] ... defined a di abled if th y ha e any p r i t nt 
physical, mental , psychiatric, s nsory, or learning impairm nt; if they con id r 
them elves to be, r b lieve that a potential employ r w uld c nsider them t be, 
disadvantaged in employment due t an impairment" (pp. 41 2). 
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he current y t mic tructur s r ate e n m r str 
D than fl r r arch r . pecially fl r moth r who d n t fit th und r-70 rit ria. 
Ther are no par nting upport (pr gram r daycar ); th cial ec n mic support are 
time-limited ; th ar n t ligible fl r mpti n t mpl abilit · nd th y ar subj ct 
to a umpti n f c mplian e. Ind d, th r 1 an a umption th t if the I i over 70, it 
is the indi idual ' willful la k f c mplian , rather than the impact of A D, that 
hampers the ability t ace upport . In th perc pti n f th d minant community, it is 
the personal failing of th indi idual e.g. th d n ' t care r l v their child no ugh) 
rather than the de el pm ntal and c gniti e natur ofF that result in parenting 
problem . 
Mental Health 
"Another thing about FAS p eople i they are also very , at least fo r myself, 
I have bad uicidal tendencie ·. Before we f igured out I had FAS I wanted to 
jump off bridges and tuff like that, which I did a couple of times. The worst p art 
of my life was one day I actually tried to commit suicide pretty badly, and I 
failed three times mi erably: Jumped off a bridge, tried to hang myself, and tried 
to stab myself !finally aid, 'Okay, I've got to give up. It ' not working ' . . . went 
down to the Native Friendship Centre. Walked in with the knife and aid, 'Yo u 
know, I want to kill myself ' ort of like saying I need help " 
(Dylan 's Story, Rutman et al. , 2002, p . 94) . 
Researchers such as O' Connor et al. (2002) have found a substantial correlation 
and increase in psychiatric illness in children with prenatal alcohol exposure, with 87% of 
the study group meeting the criteria of a psychiatric disorder and 61 o/o of that group being 
identified as having a mood disorder. In adulthood, individuals with FA D ''present a 
true triple diagnosis clinical picture . .. we may see a combination of organic brain 
dysfunction, secondary mental health problems and co-morbid addiction problems'' 
(Buxton, 2004, p. 183 quoting Dr. Kieran O 'Malley at the Calgary FAS conference, May 
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1999). Mental h alth i on id r d a highl 
Bail , albot & larren, 2000· m 
rr lat d dual c nditi n with F D ( 1l y, 
guth, & ni , 1 98). Mor than ' 0% f 
adult indi idu 1 with FA D ha diagn ed m ntal h lth conditi n ... with d pr ssi n 
being them t pre al nt ( tr i guth, 1997, p. 1 09). Bu ton (2004 r it rat s thi 
correlati n and tat that "whether th ha b n diagn ed r not, alm t 100 perc nt 
of indi idual with FA will be diagno d ith m ntal health dis rd r during th ir 
lifetim s .. . 40 p r ent with d pre i n· alm t 25 p r ent will hav pani atta k ; 20 
perc nt will h ar voic r v1 1 n . b uta quarter f ung pe pie with r wil l 
make suicid threat , and m re than 10 p rcent ill a tuall attempt uicide" (p. 18 ). 
Lutk (2004) tate that mental health c nditi n ar so "so prevalent in thi p pulati n 
that FA D is now c n ider d by many t be a precursor for mental illn " (p. 49) . 
The negative impact of mental illnes on 1natemal parenting is well stablish d. 
There is a sub tantial body of re earch that documents the la ting mental and cognitive 
effects on the offspring of parents (predominantly mothers) with mental health conditions 
(Craig, 2004; Davis, 1990; Duggan et al. , 1998; Lovejoy et. al. 2000; Mowbray, 
Lewandowski, Bybee, & Oysennan, 2004· Oyserman, Mowbray, Meares, & Firminger, 
2000). Results of such studies demonstrate that maternal mental illness may advers ly 
affect a child both directly through neglect, physical harm, and psychological upset and 
indirectly through associated features of the illness with the children often being 
developmentally delayed and suffering from attachJnent disorders, mental health 
disorders, and behavioral proble1ns (Appleby, & Dickens, 1993 ~ Bo quet & Egeland, 
2001 ; Field, 1998· Jacobsen & Miller, 1998; Whiffen, Kerr, & Kellos , 2005). Throughout 
round table discussion studies, and more formal exploratory tudies, mothers with FA D 
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pre ent with a fundam ntal inability t b nd with their childr nand they truggl with 
ngoing bout f depr ion (Lutk 2004· Rutman, aB rge, & Whewa 20 2). 
Bo quet and g land (200 1) c nfirrn arch that "d pr d mothers, 
compared with non-d pre d m th r have b n [! und t b unr p n IV and 
unm p iti e and m re puniti e, n gati , criti al, angry, intru ive and ho til e 
in their int raction with th ir hildr n," all of whi h dir ctly influen e "parenting 
behavior and child utc me" (p. 174). qu t and ge l and (200 l ), conduct d a 
re earch r iew and [! und that hildr n f d pr d m th r hav m re n gativ 
behavior and affect; increased t nd nc t ward h tili ty, fru tration, and anxi ty; are 
more irritable; and ha a higher incidence of attachment di order and incr a d rates of 
"p ychopathology in later childhood" (p . 174). However, the e studies do not pl ac the 
maternal experiences within the conte t of poverty, cialization, and FA D as an 
influencing di ability. 
Further, there is a strong indication that social construction supports the 
identification of women as having a susceptibility towards mental health i sues that is not 
shared by men, beyond that ofFASD. Research by Armstrong (1 998) explore how 
women are eight times more likely than men to be diagno ed with, and prescribed 
psychoactives for, mental health conditions (p. 252). "Much of the explanation,'' argues 
Armstrong, "can be found in physicians' ' notions of female passivity and helplessness' 
and ideas about appropriate female behavior" (p. 252). 
ven for those mothers who do not suffer from F ASD, birth and child care are 
stressful ; for those with the complications of FASD, other is ues such as pov rty, lone 
parent households, children who may have special needs, and ongoing intervention by 
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c mmunity exp n ntially th lik lih d f 1n ntaJ h alth n 1 ( rant t. al. , 
2004 ). Traditional tr atm nt approache imilar to th u edt addre b havi ral 
1 u are not a ucc ful fl r tho with . du t diffl r n in origination. 
ddicti n 
R earch identifi a high c rr lati n betw en FA and th dual morbidity of 
alcoholi m r drug addi ti n, th reb in rea ing ri k and par nting difflculti (Buxton, 
2004; op land & Rutman, 199 · rafl 2004· ro es, 199 · Kleinfl Jd, 2000· Rutn1an, 
aBerg , & Whewa , 2002~ mitherman, 199 ). hi i a highly re earched connection 
that i hard to di mi . utke (2004) c ntend that addicti n and ale holism as disease 
proce e run rampant in th with F D ... and d n t appear t be amenable to any 
existing treatment ... [as] pr sently designed'' (p. 39). Th Barnow et. al. study (2002), 
and other studies such a that of Ben ley and piker (1994 ), sub tantiate a connection 
between parental alcohol misuse and a disa sociated parenting style, re ulting in child 
maltreatment and problem child behaviors, learning difficulties, and mental health 
conditions. Research by Baer et al. in 1998, and followed up in the Baer et. al. 2003 
studies, suggests that having F ASD may lay the foundation for lifespan alcohol/drug 
challenges as "fetal exposure to alcohol may also result in specific drug sensitivity and 
drug preferences ... and that prenatal alcohol exposure is significantly associated with 
alcohol problems ... "(p. 377). There are no specific addiction treatments geared toward 
those with FASD, and "all currently existing alcohol and drug treatment ... service 
depend on a deep intrinsic motivation to change, self reflection, insight and impulse 
control ... as such, they are not appropriate for those with ASD, no matter the degree of 
addiction" (Lutke, 2004 ). 
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Th rei r arch that attempt to addr the fatalisti p rcepti n f th FA D, 
addicti n and parenting corr lati n. mith and e ta (2002) xplor r ar h that "point t an 
as ciation betw en par ntal u tanc u and int rv nti n b hild protectiv rvic s' but 
do not ha e a dir t rr lati n wh n ''mat h d to ample fr m th g n ral population 'and 
cann t ntrol ad quat 1 fl r th m riad of ial, en ir nmental and other fact r ' (citing 
re earch of hildr n' ur au 19 7; urti & M ll ugh, 199 · raunck, 1996· Jaud , 
kw & Van V rhi , 1995; Magura & Laud t 1996; Wa nnan& nthal, 199 ; 
W lock & Magura, 1996). n equently, familie tudied ithin the micr c sm ofth chi ld 
protection 1 ns are ani olated sk w d d mogr phic and cannot be generalized to the v rall 
population. Furth r, forth parents wh ha e the influ nee f A D, is it the interventi n 
professional 'perc pti n of ability, the marginalization i u to which th yare ubjected, or 
the basic nature ofF SD that is th primary ri k fact r? The e statem nt reflect my 
profe sional child protection experiences which are the foundation motivating this report. 
Chudley et al. (2005) found that as there 'are no large scale studies of risk factors and because 
risks are interrelated ... it is difficult to provide accurate figures for relative risk" (p. 2) for 
individuals who have FASD. Essentially, the argument is that as this is a little explored area; 
most of the knowledge is anecdotal. Further, the condition of FASD is so variable acros 
individuals, there is not yet a definitive or conclusive method of risk evaluation. 
Other researchers argue that regardless of the underlying cause of addiction, 
"adult lifestyle is intimately tied to child development and familial relationships ... 
youngsters may be exposed to chaotic, unpredictable and unstable environment with 
parents coming in and out of their lives ... and that many of the mothers with chronic 
addictions do not live long enough to raise their children" ( oby, 1994, pp. 7- 8). Black et 
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aJ. (19 4) pr nt that it i th ' n ir run nt that a c m m [th adult lifl tyl ] whi h 
ften int rfer with par nting . . . it ft n ur in th mid t f p ert . . . inad qu t 
nutriti n, limited pr n t l ar , mat m l m ntal h alth r and famil in t ili t " 
(pp. 440-441 ). Barn w t 1. (2002 tudi d th ff: pring f r nt wh ha a hi t ry 
f al h li m nd fl und it wa th dual diagn f p r ntal al h lu andm ntal 
health nditi n th t inf1u n d th d cl pm nt f h i ral, gniti , and addi ti n 
pr bl m in th hildren, r th r than th ingul r fa t r f al h 1 n umpti n. utke 
2004) and Rutman, B rg , nd Wh a (2 2) n tc that D r a large p pulati n f 
par nt ith ' th mbinati n f mental health i u and drug/ lc h I i uc 
r at ituati n in whi h th I e cu t d f th ir children. Thi inter ec ti n f th 
g nder, p cia!, economic and en ir nmental fac t r within the continuum and 
nature f A D creat a ub tantial ri k t children and indi ate an area for further 
study. 
Gender 
"We had a kid together and it wa n 't working . .. we stayed together for two and 
a half year and things broke up, and I got into big trouble with the law and lo. t 
my kids, tarted doing lot of drug and drinking. Really depre · ed because I 
lost my kid · and I'm till de pres ed. I'm on lots of pill · because I am . tre sed 
out. ome things got really bad at that time. fie , tarted hitting me and I couldn 't 
take it anymore because I can 't take p eople hitting me in the f ace, e. pecially a 
guy. And I stabbed him ... it wa self defen ·e. I don 't know how many time 
I 've put a restraining order on him. He wouldn 't care ... . He would have broke 
my kull if I didn 't do any thing .. . I wa cared of him " 
(Personal tory, Rutman eta!. , 2002, p . 11 2). 
Underlying th question f competency, capacity, and a essment i th r ali ty 
this is, primarily, a gendered i ue. The starting point for the noti n f FA D i bas d n 
a fetus being exp sed t '"maternal" alcohol u e. H wever, femini t re car h u h a that 
e p used by Reinharz (1992) and mith (199 , 1999), tate that re carch on women' 
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1 ue annot b e plained with ut xamining th onte t f th w m n' li in th real 
w rld. Thu w man a ri d r 1 a that f child-bear r mu tal b amin d within 
the cial world, and mu tin lud th fa t r f public, privat , and invi ibl con traint . 
In amining th i u f par nting it mu t b c n id r d th t th mother [ D] 
di ability rna cr ate a vuln rability and d p nd n that in turn mak h r children 
vulnerabl (Tymchuk and F ldman, 1991 ). Thi ituati n i tru f many m ther who 
are abu ed ph icall , m ntall , econ mi all r uall in th g neral populati nand 
r uniqu t w men ith F D. H e er, th nature fFA cr at a 
potential for increa d vulnerability and pl itati n. Bu t n (2004) notes that in' a five 
year study the eattle r ear her d eloped a profit of birth m thers of children with 
FA D ... most had begun drinking pri r t 15 years ld; 79o/o came fr m familie where 
one parent wa alcoholic; 95o/o had been se ually or physically abus d; 96% had a 
diagnosed mental health condition (77o/o being post traumatic stress); 73% had unplann d 
births; 61 o/o had dropped out of school and 59% lived on under $10,000 year and 46% 
relied on income aid" (p. 134). Chudley et al. (2005) al o confirmed these findings in 
their research review (p. S2). In light of these statistics, a question for further research 
might be: How do socialization and broader syste1nic issues play a role in creating 
vulnerability for women to alcohol? 
There is also evidence that the majority of parenting undertaken by individuals 
with F ASD is done by single mothers who are subjected to issues of poverty and other 
socio-economic factors that coincide with the maternally headed households in our 
society (Ross, 1 997; Schmidt & Turpin, 1996; Swift, 1995). 
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M own clinical and community p nenc ugge ts that int rv nti n with 
1noth r wh ha D ar ft n ba d on a nc t f n gl ct and th inability to live 
up t a oci tal p tation f g d par nting. wift (1 5) pl r in d tail th on pt 
of ' n gl ct" and tate that ciety manufa ture c nc pts f 'bad r g d m th r " 
ba don ter typ f g nd r, ra , clas, and imag . Th m th r ' mp t nc as car r 
and par nt i al integrat d ith h r r lea the h me k p r; thu , the per epti n of 
negl ct i oft n ti d t th h m ' ph ical cleanlin rather than t dir ct parenting 
practice . Wh n th moth r i ubj ct t the natu r f F , her ability t attain, and 
maintain a ocially c n tructed m d I f p ctati n may be chall nged, but may not 
nee sarily pose a ri k t h r hildr n. 
While negl ct i clo ely associated ' ith th moth r ' perceived parenting sbJI , 
purposeful abuse (se ual and physical) i mor often perp tuated by individual 
associat d with the mother (e.g. fri ends, relatives, spouse, or boyfriend ) (Booth & 
Booth, 1994; Matava, 1994; Tymchuk and Feldman, 1991 ). Thus, ri sk to the child may 
be one parent, usually the mother, being unable to protect their children due to the 
influence of others (most of whom do not have a disability). This speaks to the question 
of power, blame, and social stratification; it is much easier to simplify the situation as the 
mother's fault when the woman s life is not framed within the wider socio-economic-
political real-life experiences. Indeed, ri sk documented within the child protection 
intervention models of risk assessments, removals, and file are listed under the mother' s 
name, even if she is in a relationship, or was the subject of exploitation, thus, creating the 
lasting legacy that the woman is the writer of her fate and that of her children. 
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It i a sad 1nm nt on w men' vuln r bility wh n rep rt ha £ und that "69% 
of th biological moth r of A children w re d ad b the tim the childr n r ach 
ad 1 cence,, ( tr iguth, 19 8) . mith rman (1 9 al cit th R ett and W in r 
(1984) tud which fl und that "75% f th m ther wh gav birth t hildr n with 
have be n £ und t b m1 ing or kn wn d ad within 5 ar ' ' (p. ). In a 
att nd d 2002 Yuk n confer n pr ntati n, r. larren upport th Rosett and 
W in r (1984) tud h n he fl und that f 80 m ther f diagn ed chi ldr n 25o/o 
ofth e mother w re either mi ing r dead within three year f giving birth. The 
algary tal Alcohol n twork cite a 200 tudy that "72o/o of individuals with FA D 
had b en victim of ph ical e ual and/or emoti nal abuse'' ( algary F tal Alcoho l 
Network 2004 p. 12). The victim were pred minantly w men. 
Women also face a barrier when it com s to eeking treatment whi le parenting, a 
drug/alcohol treatment programs are not et up for those who are pregnant or who have 
child care responsibilitie (Black et al. , 1994; Lutke, 2004; Rutman, LaBerge, & 
Wheway, 2002). 
Risk, Child Protection, and Di ability 
"One of the staff in the program asked me if I would speak at a conference. 
I agreed. That was the hardest thing. It was the first time I had actually talked 
about it. I cried all the way through. I really felt that, because I had come out 
with it, I was going to lose my kids. There were social workers there. One of the 
ladies said to me, 'Why haven 't you come out with it before? ' And I said, 
'Because I'm afraid I'm going to lo e my children. ' ... About two weeks later my 
ex-husband took my son and he started coming home with black eyes ... my son 
told the social worker what had happened. The next thing I kneH , people 
assumed that because I was FAS, it mu t be me' ' 
(Adrienne 's Story, Rutman et al., 2002, p. 24) . 
Adults with FASD are often ill-prepared for the complex reality of natural 
lifespan expectations; in a "sample of 30 females with F ASD who had given birth, over 
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half (57%) n long r w r aring [! r their hild ( childr n) ... 17% fth hildr n wer 
diagno ed with D and an ther 1 % had childr n u p ct d FA D" ( algary F tal 
lcoh 1 N tw rk 2004 p. 12). Bu ton (2004 tat that fi mal with Dar at a 
high ri k of bringing m real h 1 affi t d chi1dr n int th world' (p. 27 r. larren 
ub tantiat th e fact in hi 2002 Yuk n pre entati n. Hi tudy group of 80 woman 
pr due d 272 hildr n, n hundr d and f h m were id ntifi d a having A D 
pri r to th tud (th r t reb m aft r th diagn i f had been made). i ty-
one of these children w real o diagn ed a D. The 19 tudy by trei uth, Barr, 
Kogan and B ok t in not d that f their study gr up '44 parents had pr duced 76 
children, at 1 a t half ofwh m were n longer being car d fi r by th c lient" (p. 63). 
Res archers in Alaska n ted that "65% f children with FA ar eith r in tate custody 
and living in foster care or have been in tate cust dy and ar now in adoptive homes; 
only 23% ... are living with ... biological parents' ( ffice ofF tal Alcohol yndrome, 
retrieved 2005). 
The legacy of the nature ofF ASD ripple across the generations. mitherman 
(1996) notes that 'the average child with FAS/FAE lives with the birth mother less than 4 
years ... and that most infants with FAS/FAE are placed in other homes" (p. 6). Buxton 
(2004) cites research that claims 80o/o of the children in one study were "living with 
adoptive or foster parents" (p. 134). Lutke (2004) notes that for parents with FA D, 
"their disabilities, however, can make adequate parenting very difficult ... and many 
adults with F ASD lose custody of their children to child protective services'' (p. 22). 
The current infom1ation based on parents with FA Dis focused on the limited 
numbers of parents who have been diagno d or who have given birth to a child with 
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. H w r man (ifn t m t indi idual with F ha hidd n di abilit and 
rna be id ntified a h ing 1 aming, b h i r 1, mental h alth, r th r di abilit 1 b 1 . 
imilar tati ti t th e in l ing par nt diagn d with A r [! und in par nting 
r arch in 1 ing indi idual with m ntal n r 1 aming i abiliti . lnd ed, b th th 
with A and th e with gniti di abilitie rep rt high r rat f hild rem al b 
hild pr t ti nth n in th g n ral p pulati n, and n r-r pre nt ti n within the 
child pr t ti n p pulati n ( th B th 19 wdn & ku , 199 p -
h rwindt & rab le, 1 : F ldman, 1 4; re ne et al. , I 5; Mahcrali , 1 90; 
M 1m 11 & lewel l n. 19 8, 20 0, 200 ; M rch ct al. , 1997 ; , wain and am r n, 
200 · Ta 1 r et al. , 1 1; Thurman 1 5; u ker & J hns n, l 9; Tymchuk & 
Feldman, 1 91; Whitman & ccard , 1990; Ze tl in, Wei ner, & all im r , 19 5). 
"Parent with learning di ffic ulti e are anywher betw n 30 0 tim m re li kely to be 
the ubj ect of a care ord r applicati n and ar twice a likely to have their child freed fo r 
adoption" (Booth & Booth, 2004, p. 32). 
Arguably, Booth (1994 contend , children are removed due, not to abu e, but to 
the as umption by intervention processes that " me minimum l vel of intellectual 
functioning is necessary for adequat care" (p. 52) that ind ividuals with mental 
di sabilities do not meet. Therefore, it can not alway be a umed that parent with mental 
disabilities necessarily abuse their children more, but due to the very nature of their 
mental capacity, are more vulnerabl to having their child(ren) remov d. The ery 
structure of the child protection risk a essments ha a li ted criteri a [ m ntal capacity, 
which give a hi gher ri sk rating if th parent i di abl d. Thi arne concept of ri k i al o 
attributed t parents with FA a " the r ality i that [I· 1 i neurologi al non-
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comp t nc ' [and th r ulting] "b ha i ral, emoti nal en ir nm ntal and [ ocial 
probl ms]" are not 'dev lopmental d la that will catch up ... th y ar neur 1 gical and 
a dir ct r ult of damag t th brain. In fact the e problem re obvious with 
incr a ing age (FA upp rt Network 2002 p. 2). verall, ace rding to the FA 
N tw rk report, "adult with [ 1 fun ti n in the mentally handicapped rang in 
terms of adaptive b ha ior. Whil mea ur d int llig nc may or may n t b impaired, 
adapti e int llig nee alwa s i ' (p. 7). r par nts who ar diagno d with FA 0, there 
1 apr umption of incompetenc et forth e wh are n t diagno ed there is often a 
pr umption of c mp t nc du to th in vi ibil ity f th conditi n, and therefore these 
non diagno d indi idual are con idered to be willfully non-compliant with expected 
norms. 
Previously noted research by wift (1995) is upported by r search conducted by 
Tymchuk (1992) work exploring parenting by tho e with a di ability. Tymchuk write , 
"abuse perpetrated by these parents may be infrequent ... and that purposeful abuse by 
the mother may be rare ... child neglect appears to occur often" (pp. 167- 168). However, 
cautions Tymchuk ( 1992), "neglect in this population appears to occur out of omis ion" 
and is often more related to lack of education and supports history of the individual, 
household composition, and number of children (p. 168). Professionals consider neglect 
to be just as serious as other forms of abuse (Ministry for Children and Familie , 1996), 
however, in practice, it can be an extren1ely elusive mean of measuring ability. Swift 
( 199 5) argues that mothers accused of neglect are the poorest of the poor, and that the 
situation is most often influenced by under-resourced homes, interpreted by child 
protection as poor parenting. This can be particularly true for mothers who have FA D 
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and ar al o ubj ct tooth r co-m rbidity c ndition . Th r arch int parenting by 
tho with the prin1ary conditi n of mbined with th s ndary disabiliti uch 
a m ntal h alth probl m learning and adapting diffi ulti , family in tability, and 
drug/ale h 1 addicti n, pre nt a r in.D rcing high r ri k p t ntial than in the g neral 
p pulation. P rhap the que ti n that needs t b addre ed i wheth r it i th FA r 
th y temic tructure and conomic barrier that p e th primary ri k. 
The cost of taking children into care i incr a ing and range from $400 to 
$10 000 a month d pending nth ag and abilit f th child (Lutke, 2004, pp. 7); 
h nee remo al of childr n mu t b balanced again t fi cal, j udicial, and legislative 
con iderations. Oft n the re pon ibili ty i plac d n family members t prevent removals 
of the childr n by taking nth parenting role. While it i acknowl dged that, .D r the 
most part, the biological family i the best (preferred) enviromnent for the child and 
should be facilitated whenever pos ible (Ministry for hildren and Families hild 
Family and Community Act, 1999), the responsibility for children removed due to 
parental disability often falls to the grandparents or other family members who end up 
with the double duty of parenting both the parent and the child (Lutke, 2004 ). 
In follow-up interactions between the child in care and the parent, there is concern 
that the developmental and psycho-social aspects of the child are negatively impacted by 
the parent' s FASD and/or disability. Feldman et. al. (1986, 1989, 1997), identifies 
emotional and developmental risks for the children of mothers with cognitive disabil itie , 
specifically, the mothers demonstrated significant deficiencies in areas such as praise, 
imitation, interaction, and demonstration of affection. As noted previously, the public 
perceptions fostered by limited research into the influences of mental health problems, 
addiction and ducation wh n c mbined with th nature ofF , cr at a pictur f 
par nt with FA that i n t favorable. tudie y wain and am r n (200 ) maintain 
that ther i a hi tory f di criminat ry tr atm nt by hild protecti n rvi e of parent 
with a di ability, in particular in th ar a f p y hiatri and/or ognitive chall ng 
Par nt with the di abiliti "ar mor likely t b perc i d a potentially em ti nalJy 
abu iv r n gl tful of their children . . . than non-di a bled parent ; ' a audited revi ws 
of child pr t ti e ervice in e ti gations d m n trat that 69 .2o/o f int rv nti n ar 
ba don su pici n of n gl ct, 54o/o on m tional n gl t, and 15.4% on s ual neglect 
( wain & am ron, 200 , pp. 170- 171 ). hi s up ports the in[! rmal observati n mad 
during my work with familie a a child protection and parenting w rker. 
Further studie by Me onnell and Llewellyn (1998 , 2002, 2006) sugge t that 
child protection intervention i based on tereotypes and lack of worker knowledge 
resulting in a "false attribution ... [based on] presumptions of inevitable neglect or abuse 
arising from the fact that a parent has a disability . .. [and that] parenting deficienci es are 
irredeemable" (Swain & Cameron, 2003 , pp. 166-167) without consideration of such 
environmental factors as poverty. Parents with disabilities are more likely to have their 
children in foster care and to lose their parental rights with fewer reunification options 
offered. Swain and Cameron (2003) note that parents with disabilities are cited as having 
poor impulse control (nearly twice as often), poor parental skills or understanding (nearly 
four times as often), and lack of stable housing (nearly four times as often) as those 
without a disability, but are rarely referred to or provided with appropriate supportive 
community programs. Yet the critical issue is the level and accessibility of supports 
offered to parents, not the disability itself. This information mirror research based on 
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parent who ha A D. utke (2004) tat that 'in th ab n e f su tained, long-term 
upport ' tho e di abl d with FA D ha e a high-rati lo of par ntal right (p. 22). 
utk (2004) al o not that th r i an' abundance fan d tal vid nee ... that 80% 
[oftho adult with ] ar unabl t functi n in the ab n f. upp rt w 11 
enough to li on th ir wn ... and a ignificant p rc ntage f th m will nd up homeles 
... due to their adapti d ficit '(p. 2). 
Ra and la 
"I ing on the drum. I'm a pow-wow dancer. I have my own regalia. 
I teach m kid .. . . Thai · a ource of pride for me, 
knowing that I have a prid . Knowing ahout my culture " 
(Per anal . tor , Rutman eta!., 2002, p . 36). 
Researcher uch a wain and amer n (2003) have ugge ted that ften "race 
and class bias" seem to b indicative of who c mes to the attention of child protection as 
'high risk'' with the cone m being ''environmental neglect and risk of harm" ( mith & 
Testa 2002, pp. 99- 1 04). In my work experiences, there are more interventions with the 
First Nation communities than with the non-native population. Indeed, a large body of 
current F ASD research is based on studies of individuals from a First Nations 
background, which has created the impression that F ASD is predominantly a First Nation 
issue, thus leading to stereotyping. Buxton (2004) state that the "incidence ofF ASD i 
highest in aboriginal communities both rural and urban [and] a large-scale birth defects 
monitoring program found that Native Americans have a rate ofF AS more than thirty-
two times that of whites" (p. 48). However, many of the studies have focused on Fir t 
Nation people as they are often isolated on a reserve, and are therefore attractive as a 
study population. It appear that an over-emphasis on race and cultur has serv d to 
minimize the systemic issues of poverty, di crimination, isolation, and lack of acce s to 
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ervice . Wh n ir t Nation w m n becom th £ cus w mu t conte tualize their w rld 
a ne in which ear f re id ntial ch ol and :fl rc d adopti n ha e left a generati n 
of aboriginal women wh ha no moth r grandJn th r , r gr at-grandn1 ther . No 
int rg n rational link b tw n w m n- hi t ri a ll f maj r imp rtance in maintaining 
famil continuity .... Par nting kill ar n longer pa d al ng fr m neg n ration to 
the ne t in wa up rti f nati ultur ' ( a idy, ord, & Mandell, 1 98, pp. 0-
31). ir t ation worn n are t ft n nfr nt d with a hi t ri al backgr und of 
raci m, di crimination, and cia si m. Th pr mise of a imilali n under core the 
approach tak n in addre ing them thering by ir t ali ns women, in particular tho 
who are influenced b D ndition . The dominant cultur pr s nt as more justifi d 
in its patemali tic r scuing approach under the guidance of the variou helping 
profes ions ( wift, 1995). In my role as a child protection worker and a manager for 
parenting programs, I found this rescuing approach to be prominent in deciding who was 
referred for parenting support and in removals. Overwhelmingly it was the First Nation 
mother. The image of the First Nation woman is often based on assumptions, media 
reports, and negative stereotypes, and these factors determine how he is treated as a 
parent. As noted by Ross ( 1997), "negative stereotypes have severe repercussions on 
Native communities and the wider public is often not aware of the methodological flaws 
recurrently inherent in research on Native peoples" (p. 6). 
Parenting Competency and Capacity 
"Constant surveillance made life very difficult. One serious ramification wa 
that participants often felt that they wouldn't approach the Ministry for upport, 
since it would be interpreted as a sign of incompetence and 
a reason for a child's removal" 
(Rutman et al., 2002, p. 38). 
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h rei limit d r earch a ailabl n adult with .. A , and I uld find n 
tudi th t mpirically D cu dir ctl 
[I r thi . trei guth 1 94) tat th t 
n par nting abilit . e 
rvt and r ar h b 
ral rea n 
nd th ag 
uld a c unt 
f maj rity 
ar la king and nl n war ginning t take lac a th "1 ng term c n qu n f 
A I than th anti ip t d" (p. 4). th pulati n wh w r fir t 
diagn d with A ag int adulth d, th r arch kn wledge i gr wing but s till 
th r i a lag tim D r m iri al tudi , h e r there i an d t I ba d information 
dir cting urr nt D rmal r arch. hu , m tin[! rmati n n adult 'abilitie i tak n 
from r earch tudi n ad le encc. 
n th r a p ct t e plain th Ia k [ r arch i the inabilit to clearly d fine 
in larg part t the hidden a peel 
of D. Th majorit f indi idual with D ha e I higher than 70 and lack a 
definitive diagno i . When c mp und d by the legacy of co-morbid c nditi n such a 
mental health condition , addiction and low ocio-economic tatu , it can be difficult to 
identify per on with FA D a a potential study ample. 
A small component of a study by treis guth et. al. (1996) xamme patient with 
FA I who became parents ver u patients with A I who were not par nt , and found 
higher (nearly double) incidences of homele sness, physical abu e, dome tic abu e, and 
sexual abuse (p. 62) in those with children. In addition a British olumbia roundtable 
conference h ld in 200 focused on parenting with FA IE from a parent's per pecti 
and a c mmunity perspective found that the econdary i ue (i.e.: addiction , 
homelessne etc.) often bee me the paramount fa tor in d t rmining capa ity to parent. 
These findings were al upp 11ed by ther re earch r uch a B Health Re arch 
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Foundati n (2000), K h e (n.d). Rutman (2004) and trei sguth 19 4 who tated that it 
i the condary fil ct of A D that create ignificant parenting challeng . ven wh n 
upp rt ervi ar pro ided to par nt wh hav , or ar u p cted of having F D 
there i a lack of knowledg about wheth r the kill are being truly incorporated into the 
par nt ' daily living. Du to the larg c ntinuun1 of what i d fined a FA D and the fact 
that it i often a hidden di abi lity, th e with A ar m times abl t rna k th ir 
challeng and , thu upp rt w rk r can r timat the par nt , level f ability. Thes 
par nt are a um d to be "unwilling" or "r i tant, ' wh n in reality ther is a need for 
additional upport. In my work, thi wa om thing that I often saw in the interactions 
among taff in th parenting programs, ocial workers, and the individuals with whom 
they were working. ommon tat m nt I heard from taff, and which were used in court, 
included that the individual "said they understood '' or "signed the agreement that they 
had the rules explained' or 'I keep explaining, demonstrating but they don ' t seem to get 
it. ' The issue, perhap , is that the program or method of instruction are not geared 
towards the unique nature ofthose with FASD. Swain and Cameron (2003) note that 
"what is appropriate care or rea onable parenting are benchmarked against the non-
disabled population, without necessarily acknowledging that, with support, training or 
advice disabled parents may be able to reach similar benchmarks" (p. 173). 
F ASD is a lifelong condition, there is no cure, and it is impossible to learn one' 
way out of the situation. As those diagnosed with F ASD enter the parenting phase of their 
lives, the need for social supports will increase rather than decrease. Con quently, the 
need to make valid assessments and case decisions i critical for both the parent and for 
society. 
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Parenting Program 
"I have taken a lot of parentin clas e . The fir tone I took wa a 
fiv month our . I tayed in it fo r ten month . oping kill to me are 
the mo t important thin .... Par nting cla e have taught me 
a lot of coping kill : how toke p the children cheduled, et . 
We wouldn't be doing a w ll a we 're doing otherwi e " 
(Adrienn · tory, Rutman tal., 2002, 1 . 22). 
A earch of the literatur re eal d no mpirical or evaluativ tudie that dir ctly 
addre parenting, or parenting program forth se with FA · h w v r, orne tudies 
hav made re:fl renee t th pers nal p n n e f th with FA 0, which hav 
referenced parenting a a challenge (Bu ton, 2004· Kl infeld, 2000; Lutke, 1993; utke 
and Antrobus, 2004; Rutman, aBerge, & Wheway, 2002). In 2002, research rs Rutman , 
LaBerge, and Wheway publi h d there ult of a r und table forum exploring adult 
living with FAS/ in Briti h Co lumbia, which echoes the anecdotal knowledge about 
parents with FA D. Although not a broad-based empirical research tudy, the 
participants cite the barrier they experienced in childhood affecting their adult parenting 
dynamics as: being stigmatized, scrutinized, needing routine , anger/temper/impulse 
control issues, learning disabilities, poverty, memory difficulties, drug and alcohol issues, 
and their own children having special needs. However, despite the participant ' ability to 
articulate their challenges and needs, there are limited community parenting supports 
available, outside mandated general parenting programs. Indeed, "nearly all participants 
who had taken parenting course(s) were extremely positive about them" (p. 44) but :fl It 
that they needed to be longer and more focused on F ASD. Participants a well as taff 
and care providers agree that "parenting support groups that focus on parenting with 
F AS " are needed (p. 49). As the manager of parenting program , I found the informal 
percentage of referred mothers, who had or were suspected a having FA D, wa 
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appr ximat ly 80 - 90 %. M t f the e tn ther had een in the pr gram mor than 
nc for a ignificant number thi wa their third or m r att mpt, even if they had 
graduated previou I . 
Buxton (2004) Kl infeld (2000), and Lutk (19 ), wh ha all parented 
childr n (now adults) with F D hav £ und th r i a funda1nental c rr lati n between 
parenting program £ r tho ith l aming m ntal and c gnitiv i ue , and parenting 
programs forth with . Re arch ha al o d mon trated that acce t service 
provid d to th with d vel pm ntal /c gniti chall nge n of th keys to 
mitigating the secondary a pect of 1~ (Bu ton 2004; ra fl , 2004; 1 on et al., 
1992· Rutman, LaB rge, & Wheway, 2002~ clunidt & Turpin, 1996; treissguth et aJ. 
1996). While the originating and the m dical conte t b tween those with FA D and 
those with dev lopmental/cognitive challenges differ the symptomology and 
instructional needs appear to be very similar. As there is such a lack of parenting 
information specific to those with F ASD, I direct my attention to research focusing on 
programs developed for parents with developmental /cognitive challenges as a guide. 
Parenting program development for those with developmental I cognitive 
challenges have had many years of research exposure and there is a substantial amount of 
empirical documentation. Thus, there is a base line of skills, challenges, and 
methodology not yet developed in the area ofF ASD parenting. Developing a parenting 
program for those with mental and cognitive challenges and for individuals with FA D 
does require addressing similar factors such as cognitive and memory issue , poverty, 
stigmatization, anger/temper/impulse control, learning disabilities, needing routines, drug 
and alcohol issues, and having children with special need (Booth & Booth, 1994; E pe-
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h rwindt & rabl 199 · Maherali , 1990· Porn rantz et al. 1 0; Tuck r & J hn on, 
1989· Ray tal. 19 4· Tymchuk; 1992; mchuk & ldman 1991). R earch ha 
clearly d mon trat d, in h rt t rm and longitudinal tudi , that g n ric parent-training 
program are n t effecti for thi p pulation ( oth & B th, 1994; F ldman & a , 
1999; Pomerantz tal. 1990· Ray, Ruben t in and Ru s , 1994; T mchuk, 1999; 
Whitman & Accardo, 19 0). Both th with A D and individual with dev lopmental 
I cognitive di abilitie ha e fundam ntal diffl ren ing and a similating 
information· th 1 arn at a diffl rent pac · hav c mmunication and expre sive 
difference and hi torical int raction within a learning environment may have created 
negativ onnotations. nderlying the skill-bas d challenge , the challeng s of daily 
living and coping have, for om individual resulted in personal feeling f inferiority, 
low self-esteem, and fear the combination of which makes their participation in 
traditional training programs le s effective (Booth & Booth, 1994; Buxton, 2004; 
Feldman, 1994; Johnson, 1999; Kleinfeld, 2000; Whitman & Accardo, 1990). imilar 
factors are cited by researchers working with adults with FASD. These differences in 
learning style (and internal feelings of worth) may translate into lack of participation and 
communication, and a perceived lack of commitment to learning. Indeed, participants 
may be seen as unable and unwilling, thus increasing their level of risk in the view of 
judging professionals, when in fact it is the very structure of the program that is the 
problem rather than the parent with the di ability. lnfonnally, I saw this during my 
instruction periods in the parenting programs. The parent would often elf isolat , not 
contribute to the learning process, or would not come to class. 
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ymchuk & Feldman ( 1991) and Feldman (1994) conduct d tw exten iv 
e aminati n f r earch tudies regarding availabl par nting pr gram £; r parent with 
developm ntal / c gniti e chall ng and n luded th following: 
Ba d n thi re 1ew it app ar that current "b t practice par nting ducation 
for parent with int 11 ctual di abiliti would involve pe ifi kill a ment 
utilizing dir ct ob rvation t chniqu . Training hould b p rformanc - rather 
than kn wl dg -bas d and utili e mod ling, practice feedback and prai e. 
Pro iding tangibl r inforcement may pr m te attendance, rapid acquisition and 
maintenance. [While a h m -ba d pr gram is ptimal] , if training i provided 
out ide ofth home it hould be in as home-like an environment a possible to 
ensure the parenting kills are actuall y utilized in the home and el ewher , and it 
is crucial to program for generalization and conduct in vivo probles; programs 
should be adaptable to provide training in the actual environn1ents in which the 
skills are needed (Feldman, 1994, pp. 328- 329). 
Formal research in the area of disability, and anecdotal infonnation on FA D adult 
needs, conclude that prograrns need to be inclusive in nature and should include a component 
that plans for , or anticipates, early intervention and a longer relationship with the fa1n ily (often 
until the children are adults). Programs should also be structured to be holistic in nature and 
accommodate for systemic and socio-economic realities; and mu t anticipate normal 
participation fluctuations and adaptability to a learning style that may be based more on 
concrete thinking (Buxton, 2004; Copeland & Rutman, 1996; eldman, 1994; Grafe, 2004; 
Kleinfeld, 2000; Lutke 1993 and 2004; McGaha, 2002; Rutman, LaB rge, & Wheway, 2002; 
Smitherman, 1996; Tymchuk and Feldman, 1991 ; Tymchuk et. al. 2001 ). There earch into 
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ptimal par nting pr gram fl r th 
r c mmend ti n fr m th r und tabl parti ipant tr ing that pr gram h uld 
includ mp nent that addr hi t ri l influ n e , mpha iz r t nti n thr ugh ng mg 
reinforcem nt and r titi nand [! cu n 1mpr em nt f lf- ial kill and 
mmunicati n (Rutman, B rg Whew , 20 2). 
In hi fl ll up tud f pr gram 
I gniti challenge , ldm n I 4 dem n trat that when pr gram arc inclu ive in 
natur th re i a ignifi in parenting kill and ar nt- hild interacti n ( 0% 100% 
incr a e) and a 1 ng r-t rm rat f kill r tcntion ( 7o/r. 1 00%) in foil w-up tudie (p. 32 1 ). 
The ba i f par nting pr gram fl r th ith de I pm ntal I c gnitive di fficultie provides 
a tarting fram work for de l ping a par nting pr gram [! r th e with FA D. 
B y nd th need for p cific pr gramming ne d there are ev raJ k y functi nal 
(univer al) comp n nt leading to ucce ful parenting pr gram . Ba ed n evaluation of n n-
pecific parenting programs: dynamic 1 ader hip, community inv lvem nt/interagency 
collaboration, ecure funding, long-term planning, tructuring curriculum ba ed on need of 
clientele, and credibility/acceptance by the clients (non-mandatory) are all entia] to cr ating 
a systemic foundation for effective parenting progran1 beyond the abilities of the participant 
(Baker & Aroyewun, 2003; Gotfielb, 2004; Pecora et al., 1995; Reppucci et al., 1997; Walton 
et al. , 2001; Wells & Biegel, 1991). Further, although all ofth program evaluation focu ed 
on parenting groups who did not face significant cognitive, dev I pmental, r intell ctual 
challenges· they did find the impa t f cial, economic, and mandated directive to be 
barrier , similar to the re earch finding for tho e with developmental I ogniti e challenge 
and the infl rmal infl rmati n for parenting with F D. 
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h impact f D i multi-dimen i nal and af£ ct all d vel ptn ntal, cognitiv and 
cio- con01nic area of lifl which in tum influen e th ability to par nt. Th re i a high rate 
f chi ldr n living in car du t par ntal FA , and a corr pondingly high rat f childr n 
li ing in what are n id r d high-ri k familie in which parental A 0 i highly suspe t d. 
Bu ton (2004) not that 'fl r mother with F , par nting i lik school they can c p in 
th fir t year r two wh n ta k ar mainly hand - nand concrete but the job bee me almo t 
i1npos ibl a the littl p ople de el p di tinct per nalitie , and ther par ntal abilitie are 
requir d, uch a empathy, ... t 1 ranee ... and in ight" (p. 28 ). The econdary influence of 
FA O- such a mental health problem , drug, and alcohol i ue · I arning and mem ry 
challeng · and in tability f mployment, hou ing, and relationships - further compromise 
parenting ability. Lack of supportiv training, pr grams, and long-term r ources are 
commonly tated as barriers to succe sful coping anc!Jor enhancement of abi lity. Preliminary 
research mirror the information for those with developmental disabilities, noting that inclusive 
lifestyle programs can increase positive parenting ability, if they are adaptable, based on 
individual need, in-home, and based on lifespan wrap-around approaches. This project 
incorporates the information of parenting program developed for individuals with 
developmental I cognitive challenges, the knowledge of learning methods for those with FASD 
and learning disabilities, integration of universal ystemic parenting program components and 
the research into the nature of FASD, with a goal to developing a program specific for tho 
parents with FASD. I contend that the fatalistic attitude that parents with FASD can n t parent 
can, and should, be challenged. 
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hapter hr e: M thod logy 
tud D ign 
Th approa hI ha tak n toward th d v 1 pm nt f thi project i based on 
ial work 'practice-r 1 ant" r 'pr ce re arch" th ry c ncepts outlin d by ilgun 
(1994). In thi mann r, a ca e tudy "rna b cla if!ed as rel vant t a e m nt, the 
pr c e [and outcome] f interv nti n 'b 
advancing under tanding of the c mple iti 
amining "patt ms, linkag ... [andJ 
f impl m nting intervention at the 
indi idual, pr gram and p li 1 " ( ilgun, 1994, p. 29) in order to pr vid 
indi idualized service . I u e the starting point f my practice and knowledg 
e perience a a ocial work r, a manag r f parenting programs and as an in tructor of 
parenting kills to inform my ca e study. I have seen, worked with, and provided services 
to parent with F D and, based on this experience, I trongly beli ve that a parenting 
program, specific to tho e parents with F ASD, i needed. Throughout the case study, I 
have reflected on the practice , policy, and attitudes towards parents with F ASD and have 
found a level of assumption and practice discri1nination that is bas d on professionals' 
lack of knowledge - including my own. Developmentally I use this case study to 
explore the relevant research, to assess if there is a need for a specific parenting program, 
to explore identifying themes or challenges, and to determine if there are any progrmn 
that link with those needs of parents with FASD. Essentially, I aspire to the goal that the 
information provided in this case study will inform current practices and increa e 
professional knowledge. Based on the information gained from the research, a regional 
community service profile helps determine what services are offered to meet the need, 
serving both to expose a gap in services and to articulate the regional differences of need. 
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he final pr c in thi ca e study pr ~ect i t pr vid program r c mm ndati n that 
can ptimiz th parenting forth who hav F and t sugg t a template 
curriculum th r b pr viding an cti n direction for future gr wth. 
Pr dur 
In order to amm the nd i ti n and nature f D, a multi-dim n ional 
literatur r vi w wa und rtaken. hr ugh thi kn wl dge gathering I wa able to frame 
D within a li£1 span r wh l -li£1 onte t. hi dat gath ring meth d i upportive 
of theca e tud £1 rmat a "ca tudie are n t linked t any particular type of data or 
data coli ction method' ( ilgun, 1994, p. , qu ting Yin, 1989). Ther fore , through the 
adoption of theca e study format I wa able t obtain data fr m unlimited ources. In 
thi situation I u ed th following: per onal kn wledge and b ervations community 
publication I pamphlets, tel phon dir ctories, public media, computerized websites, 
agency and service office information, crisis line directory, and public/university 
libraries. I used the formal research information to develop a literature summary which 
demonstrated my knowledge of the themed focuse of challenges issues, needs, and 
strengths that confront those who parent with FASD. By limiting the scope of the project 
to the services within the Northern Health geographic region, I was able to provide not 
only a northern focus but to also stay within my own practice community - thereby 
maintaining a relevant experiential element to my case study. 
After determining that there is a need for F ASD-parenting specific pr grammmg, 
I reflected on what services I was aware of and began to compile a data ba e. I expanded 
this data base through gathering publicly available information, via methods as noted. In 
order to capture the experiences and proce se that any parent would have to follow to try 
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and acce par nting upp rt , all ofth information qu tion and approache w re 
d elop d within th of public d ma1n. A data ba of 1 7 erv1ce fj r parent 
wa d lop d. 
hi pr ~ ct i tructur d within th thical duty fa ocial work practitioner and 
adh r to th Briti h olumbia ociation cial Work d of thic (2003) 
principle , hi h fundam ntall upp rt ''humanitarian and egalitarian ideal ... and 
b li v in th intrinsic worth and dignity f very human b ing' (p. ). I stay tru t th 
c ncept that r arch and practice f ocial work are e pected t be thical and filled 
with int grity ' e peciall in r lation to truth ... hon ty ... and incerity as integrity i th 
foundation of ocial work practic . . . ocial work r must identify and describe 
education, training, e perience compet nee and nature/action of service in an accurate 
manner" (p. 4 ). When contacting the par nting programs I n ured that I disclosed the 
purpose, use, and direction of this proj ct. 
During the time period of June 2005 to October 2005, I contacted all of the 
agencies by phone or email. During these contacts I identified myself and the purpose of 
the contact and asked several questions: 1) What services are provided? 2) Are there any 
costs for participants? 3) How long does the program run? 4) How can participants access 
the programs? 5) Is the program inclusive for those with disabilitie or FA D? and 6) 
Can the program be modified for participants with F ASD? All of this information I 
added to the database. Further information was provided though the gathering of the 
program information flyers or pamphlets, which I added to the database. 
Using th information compiled in the database, I then evaluated the infom1ation 
within the context of the themes provided by the literature revi w to detem1in the 
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following: 1) Ar there rv1ce a ai lable to meet the id ntified n eds? 2) How ace ible 
are they? 3) Do they fit with th n ed expre ed by re arch? 4) What are the gaps and 
how can they be addr d? 
Th r arch th me and aluation infl rmation wer th n augm nt d with 
furth r r ar hint th m th d in tructi nal ba e and charting of progra1n pr c . I 
categorized there ult into type f program and umn1ari f pr gram . 1 then 
gath r d clarification re earch from w b ite , pr gram in tructionaJ informati n pr vided 
with the pr gram and thr ugh lit rature article . I [! rmulat d the utc mes of the 
re arch, th valuation of current ervic , my practic s If-reflection, with the 
sugge tion for further program dev lopment research area and dev loped my project 
recommendation for a FA D specific par nting pr gram. 
In support of my commitment to the emancipatory paradigm, this case tudy 
project ends with action suggestions on curriculum and policies that can potentially 
optimize the future development of parenting programs. 
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hapt r ur: Re ult 
yp fProgran1 
Non-mandated Parenting Program 
total f 1 7 ag ncie from a r th orth rn I-I alth r gi n (Appendix ) 
wer c ntacted. f the , only ne pr gram fil r d s rvic s directly and p cifi ally to 
par nts with F (and thi wa a mandat d child pr tccti n er ic ). abl 1 provid a 
side by ide c mpari n of b th th mandated and n n mandat d pr gram c mponents 
and target populati n . 
The par nting pr gram ffi red acr s the region, ev n in the program specific to 
parent with FA D, u ed ariou pre-formatted generic in tructional program (often 
referred to a a 'canned ' program). There were six programs cited , one of which wa 
geared only for parent of teens ( ee able 2). None of th programs were specifically 
adaptable to meet the needs ofF A D parents. All of the programs are considered 
applicable to tho e with a normal baseline of cognitive, developmental, and learning 
ability, and are geared toward thos who are able to reason, generalize, and actively 
incorporate new knowledge within a short time frame. 
All of these programs are community-based and funded primarily by agencies that 
obtained grants or funds from government incentives/contracts. Because community 
agencies do not provide a referral system, participants are responsible for acces ing the 
programs. 
Non-mandated Parenting Education Programs 
One program, located in Prince George, is a parenting education/information 
program based on the Hawaiian healthy family ducation program. While not pecifically 
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a par nting pr gran1, th r i a c nun unity worker who mak h me vi it a public 
health nur e, and th pro vi ion of par nting infl rmation c mpon nt , all of which up port 
and m d I po iti e par nting m thod . In tructi n i pr vided in th parti ipant' home, 
and i adaptable ba ed on l aming tyl and ability. 
Funding D r thi program, curr ntly in it fifth ar, is ba ed on a five-year 
go mm nt grant. 
Manda/ed Family upporf Program. 
There ar fiv mandat d program - D ur located in Prince eorg , and on in 
Fort t. Jolu1 - acce ible lely through child protection service and generall y court 
ordered. hree of th progrmn in Prince rge (th two utreach programs and Project 
Parent orth) and the on program in Fort t. J hn (outreach) are not specific to parents 
with FA D, although the front line staff informally observed that a high ratio of parents 
displayed features they identified as pos ible FA D. The third program in Prince Georg , 
offered on a trial basi , is a wrap-around concept support program for those parents who 
have (or are suspected of having) F ASD and are involved with child protection and one 
other associated program partner (i.e. mental health). Program participation is based on 
active involvement with child protection andJor the court order. Program curriculum is a 
combination of the pre-formatted instructional programs and adaptation by the individual 
outreach workers to meet the needs and learning ability of the parent. 
Access to these programs is generally provided in the home of the participant or 
as a cotnbination of in-home and provided transportationldaycare service . Funding is 
provided entirely by the provincial government. 
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In order to provid 1n r d tail ab ut the p cific a p ct of the mandated 
program the following i a ummary nap h t f th individual programs. 
ummary fMandat d Famil upport Program 
Prine 
1. utreach ducati n Pr gram 
o Northen1 Health i the home ag ncy 
o Funding pr id d by Ministry£ r hildren and Family evelopm nt nay arly 
contract ba is 
o U es pre-formatted in tructi nal parenting progra111 and adapt t meet family 
parenting need and abiliti 
Participant ar r ferred fr m child pr tecti n only 
o Four workers each a rag a a 1 ad f 14 - 18 famili s 
ervice not pecifi to parent with F but for any/all c n id r d a' high-ri k" 
family in dang r of having children removed by child protection 
o Participants ar often con idered chronic or rep at familie (fr quent intervention by 
child protection) 
o Provides prenatal and high-ri sk t en pregnancy supp rts 
o Services provid d to all age of participants and children 
o Services not restricted to parenting- a! o provides information, and supports referrals 
and access to addre s addiction, s cia-environmental concen1 , child development, 
coping, community acces , communication, and family of origin issues 
o Provides services in participants' homes ne worker visits most often two hour per 
week for a period of six months or depending on active court/child protection factors 
o Staff primarily have a two year social service diploma 
o Includes children in educational visits (worker provides observation, modeling, and 
mentoring) 
o Staff work in conjunction with social worker and community services 
o Progress reports based on outcomes provided and can be used in court 
2. Project Parent North 
o Northern Health is the home agency 
o Funding by Ministry for Children and Family Development on a yearly contract basis 
o Holistic programming based on education, modeling, and mentoring 
o Topics focus on social, environmental, parenting, and child development instruction 
o Twenty individuals per five-month program 
o Two days per week at a training center 
o Participants must be referred from child protection 
o Parents must have children under age five 
o The three instructional staff primarily have a two year social rvice diploma 
o "' arly childhood educators have a two year early childhood diploma 
o Program includes preventative service visits by community early childhood 
professionals (dental, developmental, and public h alth) 
o Services not pecific to parents with FA 0 but for any/all c nsidered a '"high ri k" 
Tran p rtati n pr ided 
Pr gre r p rt ba d n utc m pr ided and an b u ed in urt 
Cl 
wh ar m 
ti n n rn 
d with hild pr t cti n nd hav 
o A tri 1 pr gram which planning b gan in 2 0 nl taking parti ipant in 
appr imatel bruary 20 5 
-- unded a thr - ar grant fii r d Mini tr II r hildren and Famil 
e l pm nt (ending Mar h 200 ) 
o H li ti pr gramming ba d n wrap-ar und m d 1 [ educati n, m d ling, 
un eling, nd m nt ring 
pic II u n cia!, en ir nm ntal, parenting, and hild d I pment in tructi n. 
o M th d fin tru ti n r ba d n pre- II rmatted in tructi nal pr gram but can b 
m difi d. 
Int r enti n- and pre nti n-ba d er ice 
Famili an nly ace pr gram through r II rral f hild pr tecti n or one f th 
pr gram partn r . 
h tw full-tim utr ach w rker ha e a tw - ar ial r ic work r dipl01na 
o 11 famili are a igned t the n- taff hild pr tection worker wh h ld a B W. 
o Al o n taff are degre d p iali t : on part-tim drug and alcoh 1 coun el r, n 
part-time mental health therapi t, and acce to a child th rapi st 
o xcept for one outreach worker, all of the afl r menti n d staff i econded t thi 
program from other community agencie or Ministries 
o a e load for the each of the outreach worker range from 7- 10 familie 
o Home visits range from one hour per week to three or more per week depending on 
care plan 
o Involvement with the program i based on participant co-operation 
4. Outreach ducation Program 
o Home agency Prince George Family ervices 
o Funding provided by Mini try for hildren and Family Developm nt on a yearly 
contract basis 
o es pre-formatted instructional parenting program and adapt to m et famil 
parenting needs and abilitie 
o Services not specific to parents with FA D but for any/all considered a high-ri k 
family in danger of having childr n removed by child prot ction 
o Families often under first contact experience with child prote tion er 1 e 
o Referral nly fr m child protection 
Provid s prenatal and high-ri k t en pregnancy upport 
ervice pr vided to all age f participant and chi ldr n 
ervice n t re tricted t parenting- a] pr ide in.G rmati n, and upport r feiTal 
and ace s t addre addicti n, oci -environmental con m , child d el pm nt, 
c ping, c mmunity ac c , c mmunicati n, and famil of origin i u s 
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o Provid ervic in participants home n w rker vi it mo toft n two hours p r 
we k for a p riod f ix months or d p nding on a tiv court/child protection factors 
taff primaril hav a ba e of a two year ocial servic dipl rna 
o Include children in educational vi it (work r provid b rvati n, mod ling, and 
men to ring) 
o taff w rk in conjun ti n with cial worker and c mmunity rvices 
o Progre r port ba d n outc m provided and can b u d in c urt 
Fort t. John 
Outreach ducati n Program 
o Funding by Mini try for hildr nand amily D v l pment n a yearly c ntract basis 
o U e pre forrnatt d in tructi nal parenting pr gram and adapt to me t family 
par nting n ed and biliti 
o ervic not sp cific to parent with A but for any/all c n idered a high-risk 
family in danger of having children remo ed b chi ld protecti n 
o ervice provid d to all age f participant and children 
o rvic not r tricted to par nting but al o pr vid information, and upports 
referrals and acce to addre addicti n, oci -environmental concerns, child 
development coping community access, communication, and family of origin i sues 
o Two full time family ervice worker each have a two year social serv ice diploma 
o Provides home ervice in participants home n work r visits most often two 
hours per week for a period of six month or depending on active court/child 
protection factors 
o Includes children in educational vi its (worker provides observation, modeling, and 
mentoring) 
o Staff work in conjunction with social worker and community services 
o Progress reports based on outcomes provided and can be used in court 
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Tab! 1 
Family Education Program (Mandated and on-mandated) 
utr ach Pr ~ ect amili utreach utr ach tructured 
- Prine Par nt unt - ort t. 
rg John 
Templated or packaged X X X 
program 
Video ba ed X X X X X 
Bo k ba d X 
Time limit d X X X X X X 
W rkbook or home ork X X X X X X 
compon nt 
elf-dire ted tud c mp n nt X X X X X X 
Modul ba ed on child ag X X X X X X 
and d elopment 
Learning ba ed on r le pia X X X X X X 
In tructional/profi ional-led X X X X X X 
Facilitated/commun ity 
member- led 
Group porad ic X X 
Individual X X X X X X 
ommunity X X X X X X 
Home based X X X X X 
Include lifesty le issue X X X X X 
Funding-dependent program X X X X X X 
Mandated X X X X X 
Voluntary X X 
PARENTING POPULATION TARGETS 
Parents with no spec ial issues X X X X 
Parents with mental health X X X X X X 
ISS Ue 
Parents with learning or X X X X X X 
cognitive issues 
Parents with FASD X 
an adapt to parental need X X X X X 
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ummary fParenting In tructional Program Method 
hr ughout thi pr 0 t tudy th contacted program id ntified ral t mplated 
program common! r fl rred to as 'cann d program they u d [! r in truction. The 
foll wing r view ar a c mpilati n nap h t f th pr -formatted parenting in tructi nal 
program r £ rr d t , and u d b b th n n-mandated and mandat d agenci . Table 
two provid a side b id om par1 on f th ke in tructi nal dir ctives and targ t 
p pulati n for each of the templated pr gram . 
0 
o overs age rang 12, and te n ) 
o Adlerian principl 
o Leader do not need to be a trained professional but can attend leader hip workshop 
• Understanding hildr n 
• nder tanding hildren's B haviour 
• Building Self-Esteem 
• Communicating 
• Cooperation 
• Effective Discipline 
• Nurturing Emotional and Social Development 
2. Active Parenting 
o A formatted program offering a series of instructional modules covering ages 0- 5, 5-
12, and 13- 19 
o Video-based approach that includes worksheets and group education 
o Developed to be offered as a general community group based instruction 
o Time framed within a 6 - 8 weekly sessions 
o Average cognitive ability to read and reason 
Based on web site information: 
o "Authoritative approach including such methods as natural and logical consequences, 
recognizing the goals of behavior, fan1ily meetings and problem solving skills, the 
importance of encouragement and much more." 
o Based on "think, feel and do" cycle the positive and negative approache to the four 
goals of behavior, the FLAC method of discipline, the importance of relation hip 
building through "family enrichment activitie , and the self-esteem piral." 
3. 
0 
0 
Par nting erv1 £ rPar nt withF 
cti li t ning empath .11 r ther 
Th kill ar taught und r th titl 
c m pl m nt t th c gni ti - ha i 
fl ling r 
Acti e 
ral m d I 
ogniti n, and pr bl m-, 1 ing. 
mmunicati n ' and ar the p r£ ct 
f Adlerian p ch I gy. 
tw -h ur-1 ng gr up 
rfi 
in ar u uall tw d f: ilitat r (n tin truct r) 
Ba d nth rin ipl n it uild n what p r nt alr ady know 
and d fl r th m el and th ir children 
59 
o It tart with th par nt ' p r nal pen n 
0 
participant in th 1 arning pr c 
Par nt n t nl decide what the w uld like t di cu , but I arn from each oth r y 
di cu ing r al-life pr bl m and ituation and h w t deal with them. 
The mpha i i n building net rk am ng par nt and nc uraging th m t ee 
one anoth r a ource fad i e and upp rt . 
Tran p rtati n child ar and nack are ffl r d at ca h e 1 n. 
a -to-read rkbo ks are pr ided t par nt at n c t. 
Magic 123 
emplated pr gram ba ed on abo k 
o Mu t be able to rea on and read 
Based on par nt recognizing th emotion that children ' s behaviors can cau e in 
th m 
elf-regulation ba ed - parent are able to regulate their responses and action and 
y te1natically take a parenting time ut or be able to reason with their child. 
o ounting method - concept that parents will count to three before they responding 
thus giving them a time to elf-regulate and resp nd in a pre determined manner. 
o imple and direct 
5. Incredible Years 
Templated parenting program 
o Based on video , workbooks, handout , and take-home assignment 
o Active-interactive learning (role playing) 
o Parents should be self-directed, motivated, have average cognitive/rea oning ability 
o elf-learning program component 
o overs all age range in module format (age 2- 7 module 1 to 4~ ages 4- 10 module 
5 to7; ages 5- 12 modules 8 to10) 
o ach age section is roughly 12- 14 w kly tw -hour se sion (group format) 
ections n adapting program for children wh have pecial need ( DHD, c nduct 
disorder) 
o an be u ed in cla r m 
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6. Ready or Not! 
o Read r N t! pr vid a upp rti and c mfortabl nvir nment [! r par nts of pre-
t n to di cu and probl m- ol e a wid range f parenting cone rn r lating t 
alcoh 1 and drug i u 
A program for parent who want t pr v nt pr blem , not fl r familie who are in 
en 1 
Table 2 
on-mandated Parenting Program 
Non-mandated Pr gram 
emplated or packaged pr gram 
Video ba ed 
Book based 
T ime I imited 
Workbook o r homew rk 
component 
e lf-d irected tud com p nent 
Module ba ed on child age and 
deve lopment 
Learning ba ed on ro le play 
lnstructionallprofe iona l-led 
Facilitated/communi ty member- led 
Group 
Individual 
Communi ty 
Home ba ed 
Includes I ifestyle issues 
Funding-dependent program 
Mandated 
Voluntary 
PARENTING POPULATION TARGETS 
Parents with no specia l issues 
Parent with menta l health issue 
Parents with learnin g o r cogniti ve 
IS ues 
Parents with FASD 
an adapt to parenta I need 
tep ti e N b d ' 
Parent ing Perfect 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Magic 
12 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
In red ib le 
Y ar 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Ready 
or Not 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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h lit rature r i wid ntifi s rallifllong chall ng , for th se par nt with 
FA which ar apparent and generall gr uped under th con pt of par nting 
comp t nc and capacity. p cificall c ncept ar divid d into i ues of: learning 
hall ng addi ti n 1 u , n1 ntal health pr bl m econ mic/ nvironm ntal in tability, 
and ri k all f whi h incr e rate of child r m al. Pred minately, the in.D nnation for 
ri k of parenting b tho with FA D fl u on the moth r as the targ t of blame and 
intervention er tc are directed toward h r. The reducti n frisk information uggests 
that inclu i e -- - p cific parenting in tructional programs, which are home based 
and adaptable to individual needs ar key to mitigating th econdary ri k factors for 
tho e parenting with F . However, whil th research ha provided insight into the 
potential risk factor , and the possible mann r in which to addre s those factor , from my 
experiences, and the review of the current services in northern British olumbia, the 
required knowledge and service are not available. Despite research knowledge, the 
evaluation of current parenting programs lack a life-span focu and are not specific to the 
needs ofthose with FASD. 
The challenges for parents with F ASD are further complicated by research that 
demonstrates a distinctive difference between support services which are non-mandated 
(meaning they are available to everyone and are community and volunteered services) 
and those that are mandated (meaning they are non-volunteered ordered ervices by an 
authorities such as: the court, social workers, probation officers and so on). For those 
with F ASD, the difference in programming influences their commitment and 
involvement with programs. When the interv ntion ervices are using the current 
parenting programs to judge the parenting ability of th e with FA D, the parent is at a 
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ignificant di ad antag . Ther i a lear inc ngru nc b twe n the curr nt program 
pr nted and the m a ure f ucces b thos wh judg - which creat an inflated 
concept of ri k. 
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hapter iv : Di cu ion 
ap inN n-Mandat d rv1ces 
In a r iew of 1 7 rv1c for famili in th N rth rn Health r gi n th r are no 
non-n1andat d community parenting pr gram that offer servic p cifically forth e 
parent with F D (nor for parents wh hav cognitiv m ntal health, r d vel pmental 
i ue ). All of the of[! r d program are community, group-ba ed pr gram that are ba ed 
on tim -limited ses ion and g ared toward lf-dir ted, motivated parents with average 
intellectual ability. As n t d by Reppu ci et al. (1997) quoting re earch by ole (1986), 
program such a Active Parenting and TEP "program ar designed for r lativ ly well-
adjusted familie and not intended to remedy situations involving abuse or n glect. h 
programs also make no provi ion for children or families with special needs" (p. 31 ). 
All are templated in tructional programs based on videos and workbook and are 
facilitated (thus based on a self-learning concept). Facilitators do not deal with any 
issues outside of the parenting instruction material. Facilitators are usually community 
members who have taken program-specific workshops on leadership. None of the actual 
parenting programs includes or addresses psycho-social or environmental issues, fan1ily 
of origin, addiction, community access, mental health, or adapts to challenges of learning 
disabilities. The onus and responsibility for their own learning, accessing ervices and 
participation are placed on the participants themselves. The non-mandated programs are 
very general in nature and format and do not accon1111odate differences or influence of 
race, culture, or age. 
Non-mandated programs are offered based on availability of facilitator and 
funding, o there i a lack of consistency with regard to when, where, and how often the 
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c mmunity offer par nting rv1c . How v r, participant an sign up for a many 
program a they want a th rear n limit on how many or h w many tim th y att nd 
- subject only to availability. Th re are n r p rt , follow ups, hom vi it or pecific 
goal ( th r than th e the indi idual rna t [i r them elv ). Th c mpletion rate for 
the e progrrun is ry high. I w uld argu that thi i du t the target populati n being 
lf moti at d and th pr grrun i c01nmunity olunt er driven: participants want to be 
there. The non-mandated program m t the ne d of th general population who desire 
focu d, i ue orient d and direct par nting in truction, but the very tructure and 
methods of instru ti n do not match the unique need of par nt with A D. Ind ed, 
re earch has demon trat d that traditional in tructional methods, such as those promoted 
by the tern plated parenting programs are not ef£ ctiv with parent with FA D (Rutman, 
LaBerge & Wheway, 2002). he very nature ofF A D as a hidden disability can create a 
false sense of ability. As noted by Lutke (2004 ), "adults with A Dare highly deceptive 
in their appearance of function ... individuals with FA D appear to be able to think, 
understand, plan, organize, develop insight, remember and follow through but 
appearances are very deceiving" (p. 63). 
Gaps in Mandated services 
There are efforts to meet the unique needs of parents with FA D by some of the 
mandated progrrun outreach workers. Using various templated instructional progrruns 
they will adapt, albeit in ru1 ad hoc manner, the instructi nal material to meet individual 
needs. Many of the staff I supervised mix and match various 1nethods and instructional 
progrruns into an informal program that could be adaptable to the style and learn ing pace 
needed for each participant. As the mandated family programs are pred minatel based 
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non -to- ne in-h me in truction th y ar a ier t adapt to th n eds of the participant 
and can b br ken down into m re ability- en itive in truction ction . he ability t 
adapt program al o xt nd t outreach w rker attempting to make programs r 1 vant 
to culture gender and ag . In m e peri nee, mo t f th rvice work r make a strong 
ffo rt to lf- du ate about th particular cultur ofth per on with wh m they are 
working (be it rae age r g nd r) and to inc rporat method that peak t that culture. 
h dir ction for thi i n t fr m th mandat or the organization and is not a requirement 
for practice. It i solely elf-motivated. Th mandat d programs' effectiv n s is often 
dictated more by the elf-educati n and moti ation of the individual s rvice workers than 
by the participant. In thi way, du t th mandated relationship betwe n the worker and 
participant, contact duration i dictated by authoritive bodies or by the court order, rather 
than the participants' personal motivation or completion of the program. 
The mandated programs have a benefit of being longer in time frame but they too 
are usually limited from six month to a year. However, they may be longer and parents 
may be subject tore-referrals for chronic concerns. Within this longer time frame and 
with the one-to-one relationship, the outreach workers also address ocial, mental health, 
and/or cognitive issues within the context of the parents' home environment and social 
conditions. On the surface, the workers present as working with the participant in a 
collaborative manner on jointly agreed upon parenting goals; however, goals are usually 
directed by the authoritive bodies mandating the relati n hip. The participants may 
identify that they want to prioritize finding secure housing or to learn h w to deal with 
their relationship with their significant other - the courts may dictate drug treatm nt and 
to have no contact with their significant ther. 
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he mandat d r lati n hip betw en outr ach w rk r and participant doe hav 
an adver arial potential a the w rk r mu t pr vide regular progre r p rt to court , 
child pr t ction w rk r , lawyer , or ther contracting ag nci . Within the n n-
mandat d c mmunity ervice the n f tru t i le fan i u . Mandated service can 
create an atm ph r of threat and intimidati n r quiring th par nt to meet a pecific 
le el of accompli hm nt that may b difficult, if not impo sibl , for th se with FA D to 
achiev . Arguably, the pecific m a ur required by the auth ritiv b die are ba ed on 
parenting cone pt that are more appli able t the general p pulati n than to those with 
special need (Buxton, 2004; peland & Rutman, 1996~ Tymchuk & Feldman, 1 91, 
1994· Graffe, 2004; Klein£ ld, 2000; Lutke 199'"~ and 2004· wain & ameron, 2003 ). 
When the completion rates of the mandated progra1ns are influenced by parental 
resistance, they are low and are often deemed ineffective or incomplete. However, I 
question if it is more the foundations of the relationship being mandated than the program 
services being offered that are the barrier to effectiveness and completion. When 
combined with the high ratio of referrals for mothers deemed as having F ASD or 
suspected of having F ASD, does this further complicate the opportunity for progran1 
completion? 
Although the family education programs offer a somewhat more optimal model, 
they are still based solely on education and on connecting individuals with out-of-home 
services that they n1ust access. For example, the outreach w rkers and program taff do 
not provide mental health or addiction services, even if there are identified needs. They 
refer the family to these services. However, there is not a reciprocal relationship between 
the professional services (i.e. between the outreach worker and the mental health worker 
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and the ocial w rk r) and they d not w rk t g ther on car plan or har in£ rmation 
b tw n mandated or non-mandat d ervic . Thi lack of collaboration between 
erv1 e 1 oft n du t onfidentiality, c nflicti e mandat and thic of di ciplin 
practic . Pot ntially, the lack f conu11unicati n create a conflict b tween upport 
service dir cti nand la k of con i tenc . What I ha e ob erved is that the profes ional 
erv1c often exp ct that th utr ach w rker i addre ing is ue such a addiction 
wh n they cannot do s du to educational and mandate constriction . Thu , the 
complicating i su s of adaptive functioning by parent with FA 
tructured for ucc ss Proj ct 
may go unaddre s d. 
Ther has b en r cognition, in Prince eorge, of the uniqu need for parents 
with FA D. tructured for uccess i a new family program, pecific to those parents 
with F ASD. This program attempts to provide an inclusive, home-based service that can 
also have direct acce s to a team-based concept that integrates the outreach, the 
professional services, and the authoritive bodies in a collaborative format. Instruction 
methods are similar to those offered by the mandated services, and the outreach workers 
adapt the pre-formatted programs to meet the individual needs. The mandate of 
Structured for Success is broad, the case loads are small and the project attempts to 
balance the secondary I adaptive aspects ofF ASD, and the nature ofF ASD with the 
systemic barriers parents with F ASD 1nay confront (e.g. poverty, racism, di crimination 
etc). 
However, Structured for Success is based on a mandated, time sensitive model of 
service that is outcome based. Additionally, access to the program is ba ed on selected 
referrals only, in that participants must be involved with child protection and on other 
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c ntributing agency (e.g. mental h alth or addiction ). R fl rrals areal o sere ned prior 
to ace ptan which i ry li1nited, and ba don the result of a developing creemng 
tool. n of th chall ng for the program i that th s lection of individuals may b 
limit d to tho d m d a m re likely tom t th outcome pectation and creat an 
ruiifi ial s n e of ability and capacity. s an outcom -based model of ervice, funding 
and ervi e ar ba ed n meeting pr gram e aluati ve mea ure f utc me ( ucce s). 
For exampl , participant 1nu t demonstrate po itive achievement in: chi ld removal rate 
r duction, mu t remain addiction fr e mu t meet all court standard and be in 
complianc with recomm nded mental health treatment , within a si month period of 
time. Th expected outcom dictate the c ntinued offering of ervices. As an outcome 
succe s ba d model , there are still element of mandated s rvic , which can potentially 
create a lack of tru t, intimidation and pecific measures of parenting that restrict full 
commitment and involvement of the parent. 
The basic concept of the Structured for Success project i to wrap services around 
the family, generally the mother. Through the wrap-around services, and incorporation 
of an integrated case management model, the project is able to include consulting mental 
health, addiction, child protection, and child development professionals. Indeed, the 
format of the Structured for Success program has potential, but as a new progrmn there 
has not yet been enough time to fully develop reliable statistics. There are also some 
systemic challenges with the program relying on tern plated instructional programs ( e en 
that which is modified) rather than developing specific curriculum based on the 
developmental I cognitive needs of parents with F ASD. 
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dditi nal y t mic chall ng facing th tructur d for u c s project ar the 
highly lectiv m a ure £ r ntrance into th pr gram, th tim -limited component and 
the un rtainty f funding. In de d at th tim f thi tudy the proj thad not obtained 
c ntinu d funding fr m th Mini try £1 r hildren and ami ty Development and wa 
lated £ r clo ur until rth rn Health d cid d to provid a on year grant to u tain the 
program until mor ur long t rm funding is found. 
th lit rature r vi w r eal , par nt with FA D are b t rved by a multi-
dimen ional program that addre ses educational ec n mic, social, cultural, 
communication, de l pm ntal, addicti n, and mental health needs. Parenting programs 
offered, even to th g n ral publi , are ubject to the variable of funding and access. 
Tho programs geared more toward thos with life-style complications are often under 
intrusive mandates with time-limit and tandard requiring specific outcomes. he 
fundamental goal of most of the progran1s reviewed is to provide services that will have 
immediate and long-term results through which the parent will become independent. For 
individuals with FASD this will rarely be a reality. They will require lifelong supports 
to accommodate their varying levels of need. However, as noted by wift (1995) the 
concept of lifelong supports is in conflict with the dominant cultural view that ''the ethics 
of individualism poses self-reliance as the ' dominating virtue,' and one which 'justifie 
the shutting of the doors firmly in the faces of those unable to be self-reliant" (p. 101 ). 
The bottom line is often rooted in the fiscal reality. The conlffiitn1ent to long-tenn, ft n 
generational, supports is costly and requires trained co-operative tean1s. In a ociety 
which prioritizes self-reliance, the needs of parents with A D for lifl -long support 
becomes more of a challenge. There appear to be no progran1 or ervice that urrently 
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addr th uruqu li:D pan ne d of parent with F SD within the expre ed intent of 
being hoJ i ti n n-mandat d and integrat d. 
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hapter i : R c mm ndation for Program D v l pm nt 
Th r are man comm n theme thr aded throughout th lit rature outlining how 
to optimiz the life kill and abiliti of th with FA D, but few that cJ arly stat how 
to optimiz th parenting kill . H wever everal key aspects of th r earch have 
re eal d a dir ction· pr gramming h uld: be based on indi idual criteria; addres life-
tyle influenc of b ha ior addi tion, and mental health pr bJem ; be ensitive and 
aware of variou ec ndary r adaptive meth d ; and make visibl the sy t mic barri r 
of ocialization, po erty, di criminati nand gend r. In making the following 
recommendation , I have incorporated my practice and instructional e penenc with th 
program revtew and the evaluated gap and needs. 
RE OMME DATIO 0 E 
Development of non-mandated parenting program pecific to parents with 
FASD. 
The program should be voluntary in nature, as self-directed motivation increase 
self-esteem, trust and completion rates , and reduces stigma and intimidation (Baker & 
Aroyewun, 2003; Calgary Fetal Alcohol Network, 2004; Gotfielb, 2004; Lutke, 1993 & 
2004; Pecora et al. , 1995; Reppucci et al., 1997; Rutman, LaBerge, & Wheway, 2002; 
Walton et al. , 2001; Wells & Biegel, 1991). 
RECOMMENDATION TWO 
Development of instructional methodology that an provide for individualiz d tailoring 
based on need. 
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RE OMMEN DATION Tf!REE 
Program curriculum and ervice bed v lop d holi ti ally and includ uch li[i - tyle 
and cont tual i u mental h alth probl ms, conomic , culture addiction , and 
p ycho- cial relati nship ( e able ). 
RE OMM· DATIO F UR 
Program development t b con1munity and partn r hip ba d, inclu ive of diagn stic, 
£ nnal profe i nal (i.e. phy ican, social worker, teacher) and informal ervtce (i.e. 
parent , relative family, c mmunity member ). 
everal suggested key component , revealed through my data research, to meet 
the program r commendation : need as e sment, diagno e , and participation, 
community integration and partnerships, home-based ervices appropriate staffing, 
person-centered, an open time frame, sustainable funding, and specific curriculum. 
Needs Assessment 
In order to assess individual needs, one of the first elements in programming is to 
conduct an intensive needs assessment that is a combination of social and clinical 
evaluation (see Appendix B for a sample assessment). The assessment should identify the 
basic/practical/functional needs of day-to-day parenting life, the sy temic/structural 
needs, and the psycho/social/emotional needs ofthe parent with FA D. A noted by 
hudley et. al (2005) "the comprehensive assessment ... provides important infom1ation 
about the individual ' s unique needs and allows intervention to be tailored to ... her 
strengths and challenges" (p. 3). The need asse sment helps pro ide the foundation for 
developing individualized parenting program directive . Iowever, it i al o impmiant 
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t acknowledge n d ar not tatic and that th re h uld b an ong ing re-evaluativ 
a p ct t n ur that the indi iduals' goal and n d c ntinu t be met. 
Diagno es and mmunity Int grat d Partn r hip 
Participant in the par nting pr gram hould have ither a £ rmal or a ocial 
diagno is ofF D as outlin d in th I M r 4 digit c de ( hudl y, et al, 2005). Indeed, 
inc n id ring potential futur r arch and appropriate progrmn evaluation there mu t b 
om ba line - a tarting p int i diagno i . 
urrentl , there i a gap betwe n servi and diagn e and "because of limit d 
capacity and perti e and the need to invol e s v ral profe sional in a compr hensive 
multi-disciplinary diagnostic evaluation, only a fraction of those af[! cted currently 
receive a diagnosi '' ( hudl yet al., 2005 p. 2). onsulting and collaborative planning 
(formal and informal) with various community professionals who are knowledgeable 
about fetal alcohol exposure hould be a strong aspect of program development (Rutman 
et al., 2002· Calgary Fetal Alcohol Network, 2004). Ideally, the consultation and 
diagnosis process should have, at minimum, input from a mental health professional, a 
social worker, and medical professionals, all of whom specialize in F ASD. However, 
while these professionals should form the initial diagnostic team, the lifespan team may 
include other me1nbers as the individuals ' needs change. 
Access to the diagnostic process must be transportable, in the form of diagno tic 
teams that can travel to various communi tie on a regular basis, or be able to u di tance 
communications such as tele-medical , sponsored workshops, or funded acce s for 
transport to diagnostic centers ( hudley et al., 2005). This is of particular importanc m 
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the larg North m H alth region where access can be a barrier due to g graphical 
di tanc 
ther n ulting multi-di ciplinary partn r hip to con ider in program 
d elopment are th [! 11 wing: F upp rt and in[! rmation network ; par nt 
participants, ch 1 di tri t, univ r ity re earch d partm nt ( cial work, health, and 
Fir t ation ), hildr n ir t initiative health auth riti , Ab riginal Infant 
D lopm nt Programs, ativ Fri ndship enter · p ch language hearing, and vision 
profe i nal ; Fir t ations famil upp rt ag ncie and Bands, community as ociations, 
poverty a ociation , and the Provincial hildren' ommission. Thi structure up ports 
Gil gun' (19 4) ackn wledgement that although the per pectives of clients are essential, 
practitioner al o need additional information from many other sources ... and can help 
interpret clients' perspectives" (p. 8). 
Participation 
Predominately, it is the mothers who are providing the primary parenting and who 
are subject to societal conditions (Swift, 1995). The program should be gender- pecific 
(mother-based) but not exclusive of those who have a relationship with the mother 
(father, fmnily, supports , and relationships). This is not motivated by reinforcing the 
concept that only a mother ca11 be in the caring or predominate role, but is a reflection of 
the current situational reality. During program participation, mothers may or may not be 
in a relationship and it is acknowledged that the type f relation hip the mother is 
involved in can have a direct impact on her ability to access and participat in 
progrming, and cannot be dismissed but should be incorporated into the indi idualized 
aspect of the program. 
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Family and social upport mu t also be incorp rated int the pr gran1 a they can 
provide con i t nc and tability fl r th participant. ft n, th family is already 
pr iding om form of care for the childr nand parent with F D (Bu t n 2004; 
op land and Rutman, 19 6; raffe, 2004; Klein£ ld 2000· Lutke 1993 & 2004· 
Rutman LaB rg and Whe a , 2002). 11 th moth r hould hav an activ parenting 
role, what ver that rna encompas (e.g., c -parenting, s condary par nting). While it i 
pre:fl rabl that childr n ha e th ir primary r idence with th m ther, for direct 
mentoring and in tructi n, th parenting pr gram hould be adaptable and ensitive to the 
fact that a large number of th childr n are in the care of others (A tley et. al. , 2000; 
Baer et. al., 2003· Bu ton, 2004· Lutk , 1993, 2004; Office ofF tal Alcohol yndrome, 
2005) . he primary concern hould b that a large component of the program focus son 
active in-house participant programming, with the child(ren) and parent interacting 
during programming. 
Program development should take into account the needs and abilities of all 
mothers from all age ranges and encompass a recognition of the variety of cultural , racial, 
religious, and socio-economic backgrounds. The incorporation of these aspects is also 
part of the individualized programming as determined by the needs assessment and the 
expressed needs of the individual. 
Home-based and Community Inclusive 
Individuals with F ASD are best served with programs that are home-based (Lutk 
1993, 2004; Malbin, 1999). While the program should have a central administration 
location for ease of the professionals, the primary work and assessment should be home-
based and framed within the resources available to each individual in their home 
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nvironment/community. A not d by Feldtnan (1998) "the ne d fi r arly intervention 
for familie ... i cl ar' and "par nting education i ju t n part of the continuum of 
rvice n ed d a th e familie oft n ha multiple i u (pp. 40 07). 
It i recomn1ended that a c mmunity-integrated and multi-di ciplinary t am 
relati n hip be the comer t ne forth program in rd r t addre the 1 ng-t rm life pan 
1 su ( hudle et al., 2005~ Feldman, 1 98· Kleinfi ld, 2000; Buxton, 2004). ld ally, the 
program w uld com under the "umbr lla" fa larg r c m1nunity rganization that can 
provide ption uch a daycare transportation, and integrated ervice (e.g. th rapy, 
coilllnunity generaliz d programs, outr ach, and educational/economic re ource ), 
thereby, providing ption in services and increa ing long term u tainability through 
diversification. or the mother , the integrat d community approach provides an 
opportunity to reduc"' stigma by creating a upporti ve community network and the 
opportunity to develop self-directed relationships. While the direct supportive and 
instructional work would be the role of the primary support worker con ultation with the 
integrated community-based team provides for a holistic approach. 
Staffing 
One of the most critical elements in successful program development and 
instruction is to establish the fit between the worker's and the mother's expectations and 
as such personality types should have some congruence between the two. In my 
experience, I have found the ability to establish a tru ting but professional relation hip i 
dependent on the worker and individual being able to establish rapport as well as 
establi sh boundaries. 
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he taffing approach hould b woman-center d due to th pr grrun having a 
primary focu on m ther . h taff ducation and kn wledg ba e hould b broad and 
along with p cial training in th area of A D there should al o be a foundational 
educati n in uch areas a di abilitie , m ntal health socio-ec n mic child 
d velopment, teaching addi ti n , and multi-di ciplinary t am work. Ind ed, eldman' 
(1998) r earch ha dem nstrat d that "to work ffectively with these famili s, parent 
education th rapi t hould hav knowl dge of . . . child development and the impact of 
... disabili ti n adult " and hav a base ducati n of a bachelor lev 1 degree in social 
ciences (e.g., ocial w rk, p ychology, teaching) (p. 406) . ldman 's (1998) results are 
al o ub tantiated in the studie and observations by Buxton (2004 ), Klein£ ld (2000) 
and Rutman LaBerge, & Wheway (2002). 
Due to the inten ive one-to-one relationship the family/worker ratio hould be a 
maximum of four or five families per worker, with an emphasis on flexible work hours 
and schedules directed by the worker and the participants. There should also be a crisis 
intervention mandate (on-call component) (Buxton, 2004; Calgary Fetal Alcohol 
Network, 2004; Dinning et. al., 2004; Rutman, LaBerge, & Wheway, 2002). 
Person-centered 
In order to maintain the ethics of being person-centered, the focus of the program 
should be on ensuring the mother is the central participant in her program and care plan 
(Baker & Aroyewun, 2003 ; algary Fetal Ale hol Network, 2004; Gotfielb, 2004~ Pe ra 
et al. , 1995; Reppucci et al. , 1997; Walton et al., 2001 ; Wells & BiegeL 1991 ). The goal 
is not to achieve progrrun outcome models or to attain (or develop) a level of profe ional 
superiority, where the outside elements are the primru-y focu . Th goal i to meet the 
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n d of th par nt with D o h can provid th be t parenting for her children in a 
support d and long term manner. By adoption of a per on-cent r d approach, sub equ nt 
program d velopm nt i pr ent d in an open complete n1ann r with the parent as th 
f the program plan, and i bas d on developing a co1n1nitted co-op rative, 
and ethical relation hip. 
Full infonn d con nt must be obtained from th m thers. Iowever, du to the 
effect of D n cognition car mu t be taken to n ur the c ns nt obtain d from 
participant i indeed informed. As th program is based on an int grated mod 1 of 
service , th ability t har pr duce and di cuss information within the group is critical, 
but the rights of pri acy and s lf-det n11ination must also be maintained. he participant 
must be informed and involved at all lev Is. 
Time Frame 
The extent of a parent' s involvement with the program should be defined within 
the worker/participant relationship. It is anticipated that the initial instructional stage 
should be more intense for between 6 and 12 months with periodic follow-ups over a 
further 24-month period. However, this concept should be open ended and fluid 
depending on how the family needs are individualized. The fundamental premise of 
providing services for parents with F ASD is based on a lifespan approach, therefore, 
service needs should be adaptable and focused on the long term (Calgary Fetal Alcohol 
Network, 2004; Rutman et al. 2002). Black et al. (1994) reiterate that "'intervention 
should be both frequent and longitudinal ... and ba ed on a direct approach in which 
there are opportunities to model and practice parenting behavior and the program hould 
be based on an ecological model" (p ." 441 ). 
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Funding 
ng-t rm funding tructur may volve into an indep ndent non-profit oci ty 
£ rmat. rvi e sh uld be fr to participant . A not d by r searcher , funding is key 
for the 'd v 1 pm nt, training and maintenance of multidi ciplinary diagnostic team " 
( hudl et al. 2005 p. ). R alisticall , the c st f providing uch intensive ervices i 
high at th r ic front nd, but h n iewed in the conte t f long-tenn preventative 
dollar , it i anticipat d t b m re cost effective. The inten ity and complexity of 
services will al fluctuate at different time 
need. 
the cost w uld be variable dep nding on 
Program urriculum 
Research has confirmed that traditional pre-fom1atted in tructional programming 
does not work for parents with FA D ( Lutke, 1993 & 2004; Malbin , 1999). Therefore, 
the program curriculum should be ba ed on the individual needs and learning styles 
identified by the needs assessment. 
Reflecting the various instructional and learning research into F ASD, the 
curriculum should also maintain certain key directives: services based on individual need· 
concrete concepts; repetition; multi-sensory- based learning; imple and clear instruction ; 
learning that is performance-based rather than knowledge-based and focused on strengths 
rather than deficits (Buxton, 2004; Burgess & Streissguth, 1992; Calgary Fetal Alcohol 
Network, 2004; Copeland & Rutman 1996; Graefe, 2004; Kleinfeld, 2000~ Lutke, 1993, 
2004; Malbin, 1999; Ministry of Education, 1996; Ollech, 2001 ; Raymond et al., 2000; 
Rutman, LaBerge, & Wheway, 2002; mitherman, 1996; Streis guth, 1994, 1997). The 
curriculum it elf sh uld be oriented to the practical and strat gic need of the indi idual 
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and focu on th increa e f kill in uch area a parent - child communication, social 
d velopment , coping trategies and reducing life- tyle chall ng . Incorporation of the 
infom1ation fr m the literature research revi w gath r d data regarding curr nt program 
availabl in the North m Health r gion and th e p rienc I hav a an instructor and 
manag r f par nting program a ugge t d draft urricul urn is pr nted as a starting 
point for FA D p ci fie parenting curriculum ( e Appendi ). 
urricu]um and program m thods should include a range f instructional methods 
with an mpha i on real-lifi ituation rather than generalizing from role playing (a the 
ability to generalize i noted to be a consi tent challenge for tho e with A D) . Proven 
m thods recomm nd d, when providing education or in truction to those with FA D, are 
to incorporate multi- ensory learning visual with action, mentoring, and role modeling, 
paced instruction that i structured, predictable, and routine based, using methods that are 
concrete direct, specific and consistent, upervised, and repetitive (Buxton, 2004; 
Burgess & Streissguth, 1992; Calgary Fetal Alcohol Network, 2004; opeland & 
Rutman, 1996; Graefe, 2004; Kleinfeld , 2000; Lutke, 1993, 2004; Malbin, 1999; 
Ministry ofEducation, 1996; Ollech, 2001; Raymond and Belanger, 2000). 
Support workers should also be aware that although someone with FA D present 
as being verbally acute and as understanding, the individual may not have truly integrated 
a skill or may have short retention ability (FAS Support Network, 1990; Heidelbach & 
Seidl, 2001; Schmidt, 2004.). 
The development of a parenting program to m et the specific parenting n eds of 
individuals with F ASD is a challenging endeavor, fraught with sys t mic barri r . 
However, the recomm ndations, key features , and sugg sted curri ulum draft pro ide a 
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tarting point to build n g n rates f-urth r di cu ion and, h pefully inspire furth r 
r arch. 
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hapt r ven: imit tudy pportuniti and Final thought 
imit of tudy 
Thi pr ~ ct i but a mall nap h t into th burg oning fi ld of tudy on FA D. 
A a mall pr ~ t, ne f th fundamental limits in thi study i th very focu ed nature 
of the r i w t service f£ r din theN rth m region ofBr1ti h lumbia. I 
a knowl dg that in an th r regi n, or urban n 1r nment, acces to programs may differ 
and create ery different finding . 
An ther limit of thi pro~ect case tudy is th constantly changing availabili ty of 
parenting program , in particular non-mandated programs. Program changes are 
influenced by many factor such as interest, accessibility and facilitator/in truction 
availability. However, the primary influence fl r change, cited by all of the contacts for 
this project, is the question of sustainable funding and subsequent mandate changes. The 
result of change is, the possibility that by the time of publication some of the programs 
described may no longer exist, may be are offered in a different format or new programs 
may have been initiated. As a result of systemic changes and the evolution of program 
attempts to replicate this project could result in different findings. 
A final limitation is that this case study is focused on the optimal concepts of best 
practices ang may present a somewhat high mark of program attainn1ent. However, the 
reality of systemic barriers, funding limitations, and the politics of societal expectations 
cannot be dismi ed and must be considered open for future research endeavor . 
Implications for Future Research 
I have found that my inquiry into the available research ha rai ed many 
que tions, orne of which I have p ted thr ughout thi 1 roject r p rt . In particular, I 
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k fl rward t parti ipating in further tudie in th f: ec ndary di abiliti · 
tudi th t might xpl r th impa t f dual diagn e n the par nting ability f th e 
with A · th impa t f g nder and parenting with A D· and th influ n p licy 
and pu lie per epti n ha nF 
th fundam nt l bj cti e f thi pr je t i t I th fl und ti n t ptimiz par nting 
pp rtuniti fi r parent , primaril m th r wh ha A D, thr ugh the d vel pment 
f lifi an up rt nd crv1c . It i h p d that the rec mm ndation and k y 
c mp n nt ugg ti n pr id d wi]] lay the gr und w rk fl r pr gram development and 
ub quent pr gram aluati n . 
Final omment 
urr ntl , ther appear t be n dir ctl applicabl I ng- tenn rc earch, no valid 
a se sment mod I , and no upp rtive parenting programs that deal directly with th 
needs of parent with A D. However, there earch I plored clearly demon trates that 
A D has a dramatic influ nee on individuals' abilities to live a full and rich a life a 
they desire. For children the support and servic s are numerou , (although still 
inadequate) but for adults the ervices continue to be limited. Thos who cannot be 
categorized within the developmental criteria of an IQ under 70 are subject to 
assumptions of ability that may not apply. When adults with FA D ent r the childb aring 
stage of their lives , the complications of their di ability (both primary and condary), the 
reality of systemic and societal expcctati n , and the per onaJ, intcrnaliz d con ept f 
self-worth collide. There ult i that parent with FA D, overwh lmingl moth r , fa c 
discriminati n, stigma, risi , and interventi n ba cd on a umption . 
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Pr gram need to b d v lop d within a holi tic fram work which will addre s all 
the determinant of h alth: inc m and cial tatu , o ial upp rt n twork , education, 
en1ployment, cial and ph ical environment p r anal health and coping kill , h althy 
hild d lopment, g nd r, ulture, and bioi gical/organic r aliti . In ord r t addr 
thee pre d w rry of being riticiz d or judged and t build cr dibility and trust the 
par nt (moth r) hould r main at the c nt r of the plan and programming. It i imperative 
to de elop a clear working relati n hip with all partie ba ed on information and 
de cription and with a clearly utlined purpo e. he goal is for the parents to achi ve a 
level of independ nc appr priate to their abiliti , and to utilize supports in the manner 
that they feel be t upport their goal . Within a holistic partnership model , mother 
who e lives are influenced by the nature of A D will have th opportunity to develop 
and reinforce positive parenting skill , which will help keep the family intact. 
In researching thi paper I came across a statement from a parent that sun1s up, for 
me, the goals of any parent, no matter what influences their life. 
"I'm trying to teach them how to have honor and respect for themselves 
and dignity and respect for others. I figure if you 've got those four thing 
everything else will fall into place ... I don 't want them to have to skirt 
on the edges of society like I did. I want them to be citizen in tead of being 
spectators. I've been a pectator my whole life " (Personal tory, 
Rutman et al. , 2002, p . 36). 
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Appendix A 
Li ting of Parenting Programs and Regional Location 
Name 
ommunity Enrichment ociety 
riend hip Hou e 
ucce by i 
The Incredible Year Parent Prog 
Parent hild Mother Goo e 
Funds cut no longer offered 
Kitmat D 
Helping Hand 
tarting mart 
Gitx an Health 
Gitx an Hea lth 
Gitxsan Health 
Mental Health & Life kill 
Robson Valley Home upport 
Parenting Wi ely Program 
Que nel Family Services 
Child Development Centre 
Women 's Resource Centre 
pecial ervices to Children 
Native Friend hip Centre 
North Cariboo Metis ociety 
Kluskus Band 
Red Bluff Band 
Nazko Band 
Child Care Resource and Referral 
North Cariboo Aboriginal Program 
Women 's Resource Centre 
IDP 
Child care and referral 
NFC 
Family Place 
Options for Social Growth 
A sociation for Community Living 
DC 
CDC- Park entre 
AF AB Adoption Support 
Parent onnection 
Kermodi Friendship 
North Peace ommunity Res. 
D 
Friendship entre 
Area 
Prince Rupert 
Prince Rupert 
Prince Rupert 
Qu en harlotte 
kidegate & andspit 
mither /Bulkley Valley 
Kitimat 
Hazelton 
Hazelton 
Hazelton 
it equkla (Hazelton) 
Gitanyow (Hazelton) 
Robson Valley (McBride & Valemount) 
McBride 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Quesnel 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace!Kitimat 
Fort St. John 
Fort t. J hn 
Fort t. John 
uc e by i 
Po itiv Parentu1g 
North P ace mmunity Re . 
F rt Nel on Family Dev. ociety 
Northem Light ollege 
Baby's Be t hance 
In Your rap 
Mak hildren Fir t 
hildren Fir t 
Family upport In titute 
Machitawin Family Learning entre 
Familie ount 
ducati on 
Make hildren Fir t 
F 
Family YM A 
Inter ect 
Communi ty Living 
Parenting Correlation 
AIM HI 
Community Living 
TMAP 
Mom & Kids Drop-in 
Beech House 
Child care and referral 
Westwood Mennonite 
PG Family Support Society 
Parent Support Services Society 
Mental Health 
CD 
BIG 
Active Support Against Poverty 
Activity Centre for mpowerment 
Apehtaw Kosisan Metis 
Bridges- BC Schizophrenia 
entral Interior Native Health 
ommunity mental hea lth 
ommunity Options 
Families First Program 
FA Regional Re ource 
ate way 
Healthiest Babie 
lOP 
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Fort t. John 
Fort t. John 
Fort t. John 
Fort Nel on 
FortNel on 
Ft. t. John/ hetwynd/Dawson re k 
Provincial erv1 ce 
Provincial erv1 ces 
Provincial erv1 ce 
Pr vincial erv1ce 
Daw on reek 
Prince eorge 
Prince George 
Prince eorge 
Pr ince George 
Prince eorge 
Prince George 
Prince eorge & outlying 
Prince George 
Pri nce George 
Prince eorge 
Pri nce George 
Pr ince George 
Prince George 
Pri nce George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Pri nce George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince George 
Prince eorge 
Pri nce George 
Prince George 
Prince eorge 
Prince eorge 
Pr ince eorge 
Mary Harper entre 
Mother oo e c iety 
Parent A war ne Program 
P rter Hou e 
Head tart 
Un ited Way 
Public Library 
alvation Army 
Immigration & Multicultural 
cho I Di trict 
Family entred Program 
# l Dad Program 
Focus 
Healthier abie 
lOP 
Kid dge 
Lake Sabine ation 
Lake i trict upports 
Mental Health 
Band Coun il Nadl eh Whetun 
Band ouncil Nakazdli 
lOP 
Nakazdli Health linic 
Nechako Valley Community 
Northern Interior Health 
Band Council tellat'en 
lOP 
Nezul Be Hunuyeh 
Nechako Valley Community 
Band Council Tachet 
Counselling Services 
Home Support 
Health Unit 
Family Services 
Family upport Programs 
lOP 
Mental Health 
Health Unit 
Parenting Program 
Robson Valley Home Support 
Band ouncil- Saik'uz 
CSFS 
lOP 
Mental Health 
Nechako Stuart Association 
Nechako Valley ommunity 
Health Unit 
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Prince eorge 
Prince orge 
Prince 
Prince 
Prince eorge 
Prince George 
Pri nee eorge 
Prince George 
Prince eorge 
Prince George 
Burn Lake 
Burns Lake 
Burns Lake 
Burns Lake 
Burns Lake 
urns Lake 
Burn Lake 
Burns Lake 
Burn Lake 
Fort Fra er 
Ft. t. James 
Ft. t. James 
Ft. t. James 
Ft. t. James 
Ft. t. James 
Fraser Lake 
Fraser Lake 
Ft. t. James 
Fraser Lake 
Gran isle 
Mackenzie 
Mackenzie 
Mackenzie 
Valemount 
Valemount 
Valemount 
Valemount 
Valemount 
Valemount 
Valemount 
Vanderhoof 
Vanderhoof 
Vanderhoof 
Vanderhoof 
Vanderhoof 
Vanderhoof 
Vanderhoof 
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ugge ted Draft of Need A e ment 
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Appendix B 
ugge ted Draft of Need Asses ment 
Gather psycho/social hi tory 
1) ath r th participant' family of rigin hi tory 
2) De el p a genogram of family li ting major events/developmental marker and 
famil h alth con mic , etc. 
3) ather the participant birth hi tory (if possible observe photo of participant 
during hi /h r childho d) 
4) ath r medical hi tory (obtain any a e sments) 
5) ather du ati nal history (obtain cho 1 record asse ments, etc.) 
6) ath r life tyl hi t ry (living arrangement , relation hips, drug , alcohol, crim 
etc.) 
7) ath r mental health hi tory 
Gather, observe, and assess current situation 
1) Living/housing 
2) COnOmlC 
3) Relationships 
4) ducation 
5) ommunity/service involvement 
6) Criminal/legal/court involvement 
7) Coping methods 
8) Family, friends, support systems 
9) Communication 
1 0) Mental and physical status 
11) Parenting methodology 
12) Daily schedules 
13) Cultural influences 
14) Children's status (education, developmental, physical , mental, and 
communicative) 
Gather outside information 
1) Mental health 
2) Physical health 
3) Community interactions 
4) Probation, social w rker, teacher 
5) Any Assessments 
6) Family/friends/supports 
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Append ix C 
uggested Draft of Curriculum Development 
The foll wing i a ugge ted ba eline curri ulum d veloped from the current r earch 
ugge tion and theme . 
Orientation Skill Area Focus Goal Method Possible Team 
Members or 
Consultants 
Practica l Life skills Economics Money Instruction, mentoring, Person and Family 
management, reinforcing, Financial aid 
work ski lls, community relations Band representative training One-to-one pract ice Social worker 
and shadowing 
Employer/job ski lls 
Program worker 
Education 
Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
Housing Location, size Home care modeling, Person and Family 
Safe, affordable mentoring, support . Social worker 
Development of co- Health care worker/rep 
ops or key rental Program worker 
collaborations 
Supportive housing Community supports 
with on-site services Financial aid 
and directed financial Band representative 
aspects (e.g., Education 
Elizabeth Fry Housing representative 
Housing) Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
Food Nutrition, money Mentoring, modeling, Person and Family 
management, on-site shopping, Nutritionist/dietitian 
preparation, workshop/groups Social worker 
storage Practice and Health care worker/rep Age-appropriate reinforcement 
One to one Program worker 
Templa ted programs Community supports 
customized to person Food clubs (e.g., good food 
box program) 
Financial aid 
Band representative 
Education 
Community kitchen/ 
gardens 
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Health Preventative, Reinforcement, peer Person and Family 
personal and and community Nutritionist/dietitian 
family care, education Social worker 
safety Social and physical Health care worker/rep 
activities 
Mentoring/ Program worker 
modeling Community supports 
Peer and group Band (CHR) 
Learning aids Financial aid 
Professionals Band representative 
Referrals Education 
Active and regular Doctor 
medical visits Nurse (acute/primary/ 
community) 
Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
Practical Communication Expression Verbal Memory aids, Person and Family 
skills Written (generalizing community , practice, Education 
Memory concepts) reinforcement Program worker 
Workshop/groups Community supports 
Practice and Band (CHR) 
reinforcement 
One to one Financial aid 
Templated programs Band representative 
customized to person Social worker 
Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
Strategic Education Knowledge Support, exposure, Person and Family 
Advocacy Education information exchange Education 
Community Program worker 
connections Community supports 
Workshop/groups Band (CHR) 
Practice and Financial aid 
reinforcement 
One to one Band representative 
Templated programs Social worker 
customized to person Employer/job skills 
Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
Practical and Coping skills Emotional, Techniques Counseling, Person and Family 
strategic mental , life Referrals support systems, peer Nutritionist/dietitian 
skills Crisis support Social worker 
Relationships intervention, Music, physical, social Health care worker/rep 
Social skills anger coping exposure Program worker 
Medication Community supports 
consideration 
Alternative therapy Band (CHR) 
Spiritual/cultural Financial aid 
Workshop/groups Band representative 
Practice and Education 
reinforcement Doctor 
One to one Nurse (acute/primary/ 
Templated programs community) 
customized to person Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
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Parenting skills Prevention pectations Modeling, practice, Person and Family 
R1sk reduct1on Care planning Workshops, Nutri tionist/dietitian 
Day to day Commun1ty support groups Social worker 
DISCipline 1nteract1ons Support network, peer Health care worker/rep 
Safety Child support 
development Assessments Program worker Plann1ng Community supports 
Medical R1sk reduct1on Workshop/groups Band (CHR) Ages and stages Pract1ce and nv1ronment 
remforcement Financial aid 
pectatlons One to one Band representative 
Templated programs ducation 
customized to person Doctor 
Nurse (acute/primary/ 
community) 
Occupational therapist 
Disability management 
Infant and child 
development 
Daycare 
Practical and Add1ct1on 1ssues Prevention Workshop/groups Person and Family 
strategic Mental health R1sk reduction Pract1ce and Social worker 
ISSUeS remforcement Health care worker/rep 
One to one Program worker 
Templated programs Community supports 
customized to person Band (CHR) 
Financial aid 
Band representative 
Education 
Doctor 
Nurse (acute/primary/ 
community) 
Occupational therapist 
' Disability management 
Mental health practitioners 
